




--W 0 , r  face ivt i3 cu~piete ! 
We hue a/rmdy /et you kttoiw ill prcctious iss~Ies thtf tht any artic/e you rcdd in tk& Lwte ra~t also be 
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r Chh- sy~tchro~tous pt~blic&io~t o/artic/cs and prajcts 
Brorvsilfg through 
this issue, y011 rvi// 
pnrtifu/ar/y ~fotice 
that the grapkcs 
COII~CII~ o j  the 
ntngnaine has been 
altered. Also, the 
/ayout of artic/es and 
0 t h  pagcs h s  been 
updated to briltg it 
nlore ilfto l i f e  m%h 
~ d e r ~ ~  dcsqn. 

We have not OII& 
~der~tized the 
graphics, but m1 
co~ttinue to e~fsurc 
thnt ench LCSU~ wit/ 
contain a balnlted 
Mem U/ articles and 
construefioif projects 
ainted at a//  eve/.^ of 
e/ectro~rics 
ent/f~tsiasts. Chc praie; 
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fvt-11 #fore attention thm befare W;// be paid to introductio~f of011 ilftproved ~tiagazine its ~qeing 
L 

any prob/e#fs of R tec/ficn/ nnture that #toy occur process h s  n/rmdy sfnrfd (Tki.q u rns  tknf we r d /  
duriltg the buiMing of the prajet. Guideht~s wi// be ~ R U C  to contiltue to il~tprovc R I I ~  e~fhn~fce the 
qivc~t to sofve or prevent such prob/cn~s. Ukre ntagaziltc 21 l i t c  with the wisJ~cs and cont~~lents 4 
possib/e, test d h  rviN be given on the circuit yoit, the rcrPnfi so, if you h e  any co~tstructiue 
dingrn111 ns OK aid to fii1~/$nk~q7. critiisnt, ivc wo/t/d like to hearjro~ you. 
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second largest industry in the 

worth E 30 billion, and yearly 
investment runs at some 1995 Young Woman E 1 billion, alongside RBD's 
E 2 billion. The workforce 
amounts to some 330.000. 

As each year passes, elec- E n g i n e e r 0 f t h e Ye a r tronics assumes more promi- 
nence in UK manufacturing. 
Value added increased by 
e~aht oer cent vearlv in the 

A twenty-nine year-old senior 
avionics systems engineer with 
British Aerospace. Pamela Wil- 
son, was chosen as the Young 
Woman Engineer of the Year at 
a ceremony held in London in 
January. 

Pamela, who already regu- 
larly visits schools and colleges 
to explain her interesting job. 
told Elektor Electronics at the 
award presentation: "I went 
into electronics because I was 
interested in how things 
worked." 

A graduate member of the 
IEEIE. Pamela was runner-uo 
for the 1992 Young Woman E"- 
gineer of the Year Award and 
this time she was voted bv the 
pogtng pane top of tne ; X  11 -  

na 51s ana *as presentee the 
coveted award for 1995, a 
cheque for E 750 and a silver 
rose bowl. 

Pamela joined the Military 
Aircrafl Division of Br~tish Aero- 
space Defence at Wharton 
Aerodrome. Preston. Her two- 
year graduate training involved 
placement in equipment engi- 
neering, research and develop- 
ment and system design. As a 
result of her final training place- 
ment, she stayed with the Eu- 
rofighter 2000 cockpit group 
where she was oromoted to 
Avionics Systems Engineer. 
Her work is primarily defining 
the man-machine interface re- 
quirements for the sensors 
control within the EF2000 cock- 
Dit. 

Pamela is the eighteenth re- 
cipient of the Award, which is 
jointly sponsored by the lnstitu- 
tion of Electronics and Electri- 
cal lncorporated Engineers 
(IEEIE) and the Caroline 
Haslen Memorial Trust (CHMT). 
The aim of the Award is to 
highlight electronic and electri- 
cal engineering as a rewarding 
and worthwhile career for 
women. Previous winners and 
contenders for the Award have 
more than proved that women 
make extremely competent 
electronic and electrical engi- 
neers at lncorporated Engineer 
level - a career once almost 
exclusively male-dominated. 

Prior to the winner being 
announced, a video of all six 
award finalists at work was 
shown to representatives from 
industry, commerce, academia 

and media who attended the 
ceremony whose organizers 
still see a crying need for the 
event in years to come. 

Runner-up for the 1995 
Award and winner of the WISE 
prize was Audra Ginens, a 28- 
year-old test engineer with 
Robinson Instruments. Run- 

gineer with Cellnet Mobile 
Communications and is based 
at the Manchester Switch Cen- 
tre in Salford. 

Twentytwo-year-old Yvonne 
Morris, an electrical engineer 
P4 Grade with British Aero- 
space (Dynamics) Defence in 
Stevenaae received the Marv 

. . 
1980s,'and the industry in- 
creased its share of manufac- 
turing output from five per cent 
in 1981 to seven per cent in 
1990. Electronics in the UK 
is becoming less concentrated. 
Large enterprises employing 
more than 1000 now represent 
55% of the sector from around 
70% in 1980. Nearly 50% of 
electronics employment lies in 
the southeast, although Scot- 
land and the West Midlands 
generate the highest value 
added per employee. 

Capital equipment 
Br~tain is particularly strong in 
telecommunications, data pro- 
cessina and software. alona- 

corn, Cheshire. Audra, agradu- George Memorial Prize--an ad- 
ate member of the IEEIE, was ditional award given to a young 
presented with a cheque for entrant showing particular 
E 500. promise as an Incorporated 

Third-prize winner, Rose- Engineer Yvonne received a 
marie Haycroft, received a cheque for E 250 and a silver 
cheque for E 250. Rosemarie. salver. 
27, is a switch maintenance en- 

Electronics - a key 
British industry 

Britain's electronics business is 
today the fourth largest in the 
world after the USA. Japan and 
Germany, and by the year 2000 
electronics will be the world's 
largest industry accounting for 
some ten per cent of mankind's 
GDP The alliance of telecom- 
munications. information tech- 

been the result. 
At the same time, the 

rapidly growing use of elec- 
tronics in Britain and elsewhere 
gives the industry the status of 
a key industrial sector. Addi- 
tionally. , electronics is an es- 
sential enabling technology 
that drives comoetitiveness. 

nology, new dig~tal electronics and even wealth creation. in the 
techniques, and multimedia rest of UK industry, too. Be- 
communications networks al. tween 1985 and 1990. the UKs 
lows a wide range of previously share of electronics exports by 
disparate industries to con- the (G7) major industrialized 
verge. The affiliation of of con- countries increased from nine 
sumer electronics, cable N per cent to 11 per cent, the 
and broadcasting, media largest recorded rise. 
arouos, information services. Electronics has become a 
publishing, software, banking, significant force and, with elec- 
and retailing among others has trical engineering, is now the 

side the provision of capikl 
equipment for civil and defence 
DurDoses. Heaw investment in 
k&b oemonstrates tne inaus- 
try S comm trnent to nnovatlon 
with funding averaging six per 
cent of turnover. 

Electronics' international 
nature is behind the UK's 
steady trend towards the devel- 
opment of international stan- 
dards, which in turn creates the 
opportunities for the UK indus- 
try to exploit new markets. 
Hardware and software manu- 
facturers are also meeting in- 
creasingly stringent security 
standards. 

The UK industry knows its 
economic future depends upon 
its continuously improving its 
position in the global market- 
olace. The Federation of Elec- 
tronics Industry (FEI) repre- 
sents the industry where mem- 
ber companies are developing 
their response to the challenge 
and are pursuing policies to 
maintain their position among 
the world's electronics front- 
runners. FEI, formed in January 
1994 from the sector's two ore- 
v ous traoe assoc at ons brtngs 
UK-oased telecommdn catlons 
information technology, com- 
puter services, defence elec- 
tronics and office products, as 
well as electronic components 
under the same banner. 
Federation of Electronics In- 
dustry, Russell Square House. 
10.12 Russell Square, London. 
United Kingdom WC10 SEE. 
Phone +44 171 331 2000. Fax d 
+44 171 331 2040. 
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Differential GPS 
for land use with R D S  

By M. Ohsmann I. 

The Global Positioning System, 
GPS. originally developed by the 
American Defence Department 
asa wond-wdesatellte-sdpportm 
pnn-po nt nav gatton system. s 
now widely used for civilian pur- 
poses. Receivers for civil pur- 
poses have been available and 
in usesincethemid t980s.These 
receivers are useful for a variety 
of purposes, for example, yacht- 
inq, in-shore fishing,, fleet man- 
agement of road transport, and 9PW3-08-01 
surveying. 

The system is based on a Fig. 1. The GPS is based on 21 NAVSTAR GPS Satellites that 
GPS Station receivino the sionals circle the earth once everv 12 hours at an altitude of rouahlv 
frnmseveral satellites.Assuming 20 000 km (1 2 000 miles). Their near-circular orbits are 
that the exact time (UTC-uni- inclined to the terrestrial equator at 63". 
ve~ltimeamrdinated) is known, 
the time of receipt of thevarious 
signals enables the distance to earlier is available to the military termine with a fair degree of ac- 
the different satellites to becom- andspecial servicesuser. it isnot curacv which satellite 'lies' to 

March 
26-28 The Nepcon Elec- 
tronics Exhihifion at the ~ - ~ 

NEC. Birmingham, UK. 
28: A Mobile Communica- 
tions Workshop at Gatwick 
Airport 

April 
The Sixth International 
Conference on AC and DC 
transmission will be held at 
the lnst~tution of Electrical 
Engineers (IEE) in London 
from 29 April to 3 May 1996. 

May 
8-9: The Electronics 
Scotland Exhibition at 
Gleneagles, Scotland. 
21-23: The lnternet World 
Exhibition in London. 

June 
4-5: The ICET 96 confer- 
ence on electronics tech- 
nologies in Brighton, UK. 

July 
p-tea (thesate lhtetransmtts JTC 10 tne clvllfan user Thfs S called what exten1 If ltnenmakesthese 16-16 The SemlCOnIWeSt 
a SO) S nce lne pos I ons of lne lne slanoaro pos.tlonlng sew ce oata~noumtomherGPSreceNers 96 exn b t on an0 confer- 
Satellites are contained in the withselectiveavailabili~ltmeans thesecan improvetheaccuracv I ence in San Francisco. I 
transm~nedstgnal,tneposttfonof lhattheovIan,serWnnotreC~on of lnelr own estlmateo posll on 
tne rece~ver can oe eslabllsneo anaccurac~ofbenertnan30-100 great y smce !hey mow to what 
fairlv accuratelv if sianals from metres. T ~ I S  deoradation arises extent~eirwitionwasdwmded. . " 
at leas1 three satellites were re- from tne fact lnal tne sale1 ile Th ssystemofoperat~onls<nown 
cetved Tneexaclt mecan oecal- sngnals do not tell the c v I an asD Herent a G ooa Pos 1 on ng 
culated at the receivina station useritsexactwslon, butasliqhtlv System-DGPS'. The data com- 
if the signal of a fourthsatellite 
is also available. The position of 
thesatellitesis transmitted bythe 
satellite. The position accuracy 
is less than a metre. More than 
20 satellites ensure that at least 
six satellites can be received at 
any point on earth-see Fig.. 1 

Degraded accuracy 
Although theaccuracy mentioned 

different ond. This causes ap&  
sitton error at the GPS receiver. 
Moreover, the generated error 
slowly changes. 

Improved accuracy 
The artificial degradation of the 
accuracyis countered asfollows. 
AGPS receiver inanexactly known 
position serves as a reference . 
This reference receiver can de- 

ohted at the reference station 
are called the DGPS correction 
data. These have to be commu- 
nicaled totheGPSstation bvradio. 
A typical setup of this isihown 
in Fig. 2. There are various ways 
of doina this and these are de- 
scribedbelow. 

Local auxiliary 
transmitter 
If the area in which the GPS ac- 

August 
The CeBlT Home Trade Fair 
will take place at Hanover, 
Germany on 28 August to 1 
September. 

September 
2-8: The Farnborough 
Airshow at Farnborough, 
UK. 

October 
6-10: The Euro-EMC exhibi- 
tion at Sandown. UK. 
18-27: The Connect 96 con- 
sumer electronics show at 
the NEC. Birmingham. 

curacy is to be improved has 
narrow limits, such as an airfleld 

c o~~..tauit.. --. or the lands of a farmer, a small, 
low-power local data transmit- . I' ter can be used. Such a setup 

I .** % might cost acoupleofthousand 
l -S. *. *= ' l pounds, which makes it afford- 
I 
I eh. I able only for professional appli- 
l .' ... l 
l *. l 

cations. Anumber ofairportsare 
I a*' .* I 
I .* evaluatingsuchsystemforfuture . .. ' 
l *. ' GPS supported blind landing ,' .' procedures.TheaaxlracyofDGPS 

in association with local auxil- 
nl*. .s."*FP"m iary transmitters may be better 

than one metre. 

Shortwave broadcasts 
with RDS issue). Several European sta- 

.mm 

Durlngthe pasttenyears,theRDs tiondosodready Atypicalamqe 
system has come into wide use mentisshowninFig. 3. Figure. 2 

mm- forthetransmissionofadditional showsthatthepositionwmputed -.,, digital information on the broad- by a standard GPS station over 
castsignal.Thissystem mayalso aperMd24hoursdtiP~by?30 me- 
be used to transmit DGPS data tres from the true position. With 

Fig. 2. The structure of a DGPS for pin-point navigation. (see 'Plc RDS decoder' in this a DGPS station, the drift is lim- 
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International confer- 
ence on Public Trans- 

por t  Electronic Systems 
Electronics camputlng and 
comrnunlcati~n~ systems are 
being employed in ever 
greater degrees of sophlst~ca- 
tlon Tt ls  tnternatlonal confer- 
ence to be held at the Instttu- 
tlon of Electrical Engineers In 

I London on 21-22 Mav ad- I 
dresses the application of 
these system in all areas of 
passenger transport, elther as 
on-board unlts or as part of the 
flxed transport ~nfrastructure 

Embedded C51 Starter 
Systems f rom Equinox 

Equinox Technologies has 
launched a ranoe of Embed- 
ded C51 starteF~ystems for 
the 8051 microcontroller fam- 
ily These systems allow the 
user to develop embedded 
8051 applications in C, using 
an integrated programmeriedi- 
torlcompilerlsource level de- 
bugger environment. 
See page 

Teletest 16 Emulator 
f rom Hitex 

While much attention has been 
foc~seb on tnr arr va of em- I 
oeboed vers ons 01 tne 386 
processor, chip manufacturers 
Intel, AMD and NEC continue 
to enhance the 16-bit mem- 
bers of the x86 family by 
adding embeddable-friendly 
features to the popular 
1861188 and V-serles proces- 
sors, thus ensuring their con- 
tinued use in control appll- 
cations. 
TO suooort these devices. 
Httex nas !n:roo~ceo a ranqe 
01 em.. allon pods an0 cab PS 
lor the pop3 ar T16 n-mrc.. 1 
em.. amr. offer ng ex sr,ng 
Jse*=, won an ~pgrade palh n 
their designs. 
See page l 

Microelectronics I in Business I 
Under a new Euro-Practice Ini- 
tiative, five MIB Support Cen- 
tres have been appointed as 
Technology Transfer Nodes 
(TTNs). They are sited at the 
Universnies of Paisley. Glamor- 
gan, Hertfordshire and 
Bournemouth. and at the 
Bolton Institute. The nodes will 
provide a UK delivery mecha- 
nism to companies seeking 
support under the Euro-Prac- 
tice 'First User Action' scheme 
(FUSE), designed to comple- 
ment existing DTI programmes 
such as 'Microelectronin in 
Business'. 

Fig. 3. Plotting a position with the GPS gives 
an accuracy of about 40 m. 

ited to z 4  metres. This means ters to effectively cover a given 
thataoGPsstatiOncandetermine area. 
thetruepositionfairly accurately. 
Thissystemcan beused withrea- Long-wave broadcast 
sonably priced receivers (DIY?): via AMOS 
it does not need many transmit- Asystem-AMDS-hasbeende- 

F."*nlrnO-PS 

d.  ,.mm 

veloped for long-wave broad- 
casts on to which digital data 
1200 bitis) inaudibly are super- 
Impose0 Its SlrJcture s s m .ar 
to R ~ J S  and may a so be use0 for 
the 0 str~bullon of DCPS correc- 
tiondata. Anumber of European 
stations transmit these broad- 
casts on an experimental basis. 
Since the distances spanned by 
long-wavesignalsarevelarge. 
such stations can serve a very 
substantial area.Thedistance be- 
tween !he reference Slatton and 
Ine local rece ver may beas mucn 
as 1000 <m l600 m esl, out trims 
may limit the achievable im- 
provement in accuracy. In other 
words, the correction data lose 
some of their usefulness over 
long distances. 

~ ~ a r t c o m  long-wave broadcasting 
stations, there are private orga- 

long-wave radio networks. In 
Europe, the German and Dutch 
Telecommunications Authorities 
are using the system at a num- 
ber of sites and are evaluating 
its use at other locations. 

Inconclus on. I may besa d tnal 
tneo~pS,a reaoy n ~ s e f o r  some 
time in the UK and USA. is now 
beg~nn ng to f no W oespread 
use nmanandE-rope~nan~m- 
ber of areas as well. 

* Editor's note. This system has 
been in maritime use since the 
late 1980s. 

Fig. 4. Plotting a position with OGPS via ROS gives 
an accuracy of about 4 m. 

- ~ ---p- 

Physics World - 
High Technology in action 

Thousands of scientists from show a wide range of high a wide variety of sectors and 
the Uk and overseas will be in technology solutions, relating disciplines. The programme of 
Telford in Aoril for the annual oarticularlv to vacuum and scientific conferences will cover 
Phys CS Worlo Exhnb~t on the sem conductor process ng "L- t o p m  as w de-ranq ng as re- 
most mportanl UK event for cfear lecnno ogy envlronmen- cent developmenls n sl Icon 
physics related technologies. 

Run in conjunction with the 
lnstitute of Physics Annual 
Congress, the exhibition 
(Telford International Centre. 
23-25 April. 1996) enables sci- 
entists to evaluate, compare 
and place orders for the prod- 
ucts and allied services dis- 
played and demonstrated by 
over a hundred leading scien- 
tific suppliers. Exhibitors will 

tal physics, spectometry, mi- 
croscopy, optics and lasers. 

The Institute of Physics An- 
nual Congress, alongside 
which the exhibition runs, aims 
to increase recognition of the 
importance and relevance of 
physics in all aspects of our 
daily, personal and profes- 
sional lives and as such is of in- 
terest not only to physicists. 
but scientists and engineers in 
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sensors, the physics of musical 
instruments and the latest 
physics R8D. 

Full information on all as- 
pects of Physics World Exhibi- 
tion is available from The Insti- d 
tute of Physics. 47 Belgrave 
Square. London SWlX 8QX. 
Telephone c44 171 235 6111. 
Fax +44 171 259 6002. 
e-mail IOP@ULCC.AC.UK. 



In passing ... 
We have reached the stage 
where it is difficult to think 
of something that can work 
without electronics. Even a 
simple and straightforward 
machine like a bicycle has 
not been able to stem the 
tide. 

Many people on city 
bikes, mountain bikes and 
standard bikes pedal 
around without paying the 
slightest attention to the 
environment, but looking 
intently at a little box of 
electronics fined to the 
handlebars. This bicycle 
computer faithfully regis- 
ters distance travelled. 
time, speed, pedalling rate, 
and, if so desired, your 
heartbeat. A true example 
of modern technical inge- 
nuity! 

I used to have one on 
my bike--used to, but not 
any more; I could not 
stand it. The problem with 
these cipher mach~nes is 
that they are ruthless. 

You are cycling along 
happily and see that you 
have done so many miles 
already; this pleases you. 
Press the button and you 
see the time elapsed since 
you started. Fine! Press 
the button once again and 
you see what your speed 
is: pedal a bit harder and 
the speed goes up to 
18 MPH. But then: trou- 
ble--you press the bunon 
once more and see to your 
horror that your average 
speed is only 14.5 MPH. 
HOW is that possible, when 
you have been pedalling 
much faster than that? 

Gone is the exhilara- 
tion. The remainder of your 
trip is spent in looking in 
frustration at the display to 
make sure that your aver- 
age speed goes up. And 
so you come home ex- 
hausted-at an average 
speed Of 15 MPH! 

When my unequal 
struggle with the computer 
had reached the stage 
where my well-being and 
appetite began to suffer, 
my wife took me aside and 
spoke to me firmly. The 
outcome of it was that I re- 
moved the computer from 
my bike and now cycle 
about again happily un- 
aware of things like aver- 
age speed and distance 
covered. 

Whars more, I feel bet- 
ter and my appetite is 
back! 

U K  telecoms pointing 
the way to the future 

The liberalization of the tele- 
communications in the UK 
has been a spur to both tech- 
nical and commercial devel- 
opments. Furthermore, the 
country is moving from a 
duopoly to an environment 
where are many operators. 

However, while virtually 
everyone in Britain has bene- 
fited from reduced charges 
and the rapid introduction of 
advanced services, the most 
visible changes have oc- 
curred in mobile communica- 
tions. One of the results has 
been that the battle, originally 
for the phone on the desk or 
in the home, is equally for the 
phone-in-the-hand. In fact. 
fixed and mobile are con- 
verging with the result that, 
ultimately, users may have 
the universal personal phone. 

With six networks from 
four rival operators, competi- 
tion in mobile communica- 
tlons n tne UK is exceeofng y 
strong Tne two cel J ar opcr- 
ators, Vodalone an0 Cellnet, 
which both launched their 
analogue networks in 1985, 
now also offer GSM-the 
pan-European digital service. 
In addition, there are two 
PCN networks. 

Even before the PCN net- 
works were launched, the 
cellular operators introduced 
low-user tariffs where, in re- 
turn for lower monthly 
rentals, users paid a higher 
charge per minute usage. 
This, coupled with the fact 
that subsidized handsets 
could be bouaht for less than 
E 5, openeo the market to tne 
consumer n ado t on ro tne 
business user. While the low 
initial charge is attractive, the 
operators are faced with a 
high level of 'churn' as cus- 
tomers cancel their contracts 
as soon as possible once 
they realize the true level of 
ongoing costs. Hence, it is 
important for operators to in- 
crease the number of new 
customers sianino on while. 
at the same tke.containing 
the number of cancellations. 

Attractive proposition 
With the cellular networks al- 
readv coverino 98% of the 
pop;lation, the emergent 
PCNs needed and attractive 
sales proposition+specially 
in view of the fact that their 
handsets were not being 

heavily subsidized and thus 
cost a minimum o f f  1 5 6 t o  
counter their lack of geo- 
graphic coverage. When 
one-2-one launched its ser- 
vice in the Greater London 
area (roughly 20% of the UK 
population), it taraeted the 
consumer market by offering 
free evenings and weekend 
local calls. At the launch, 
Lord Young, chairman of 
Mercury' s parent company 
Cable &Wireless, stated that 
the service was not intended 
to compete with the existing 
mobile networks, but with the 
fixed telephone network. This 
is obviously an ambitious 
goal. 

However. while one-2-one 
concentrated its efforts in the 
London area. nutcn#son Te~e. 
com's Oranae is aimino to 
develop a n i t  onal netword 
as rap dly as posslb e a0 an. 
ready claims to be available 
to 70% of the population. 

Thus, it can be seen that 
there are already real choices 
for UK users. 

Furthermore. as 
one-Bone offers free evening 
and weekend local calls to 
customers of its residential 
(as distinct from business) 
tariff, the effect is that these 
users tend to identify their 
one<-one phone as meeting 
all their communications 
needs-both at home and on 
the move. This position is 
strengthened by its using the 
Short Message Service as a 
means of indicating that a 
voice message is waiting. 
Voice messaging can be 
seen as providing the user 
with a built-in answering ma- 
chine. 

Business tool 
On the other hand, Orange's 
strategy is to make its service 
a more complete business 
tool. Its SMS can be used to 
send text messages between 
phones-just like a message 
pager, but with a confirmation 
that the message has been 
received. However, one ser- 
vice that it has had on trial for 
some months is a form of 
cordless PABX, whereby Or- 
ange phones can be inte- 
grated within an organiza- 
tion's telephone system. This 
can be seen as the ultimate 
form of cordless PABX in that 
'extensions' can be anywhere 

within the Orange service 
area. This is getting close to 
the ideal universal mobile 
phone. 

While mobile communica- 
tions has enjoyed a high pro- 
file, there have also been 
major changes in the UK's 
fixed network stemmina from 
the 1991 ~ u o p o l ~  ~zv iew.  
This opened the door for new 
operators to provide fixed 
link services. The most im- 
portant new entrant is Ener- 
gis, owned by a consortium 
of the country's electricity 
distribution companies. It has 
the benefit of being able to 
employ the National Grid 
power network to carry the fi- 
bres of its 2.54 Gbit s1 Syn- 
chronous Digital Hierarchy 
(SDH) backbone optical fi- 
bres, thus reducing both the 
cost and time in network de- 
ployment. In Fact, Gordon 
Owen, Energis's chairman, 
claims that this results in 
costs being only about a 
quarter of those incurred by 
Mercury when it rolled out its 
network. 

Enerais is offerina an indi- 
recl serhce, where-resloen- 
t ~ a  and DLS ness customers 
gain access via their existing 
BT lines. In addition, it works 
in conjunction with regional 
operators. While Mercury, En- 
ergis and other new opera- 
tors offer competitive prices, 
their margins are currently 
being eroded. This is be- 
cause, while there is low in- 
flation, BT is reducing its own 
prices to remain within the 
overall price formula set by 
the Office of Telecommuni- 
cations (Oftel) of RP1 (Retail 
Price Index)-7.5% for the 
basket of BT's main prices. 

But this is not all. Within 
the European Union, tele- 
communications services 
and infrastructure are set to 
be fully liberalized by 1 Janu- 
ary 1998. BT and the German 
industrial group VlAG have 
announced that they have 
formed a strategic alliance to 
take advantage of the new 
regime. Moreover, AT&T has 
been granted a telecommuni- 
cations licence in the UK. 
Thus, as the world of tele- 
commnications gets smaller, 
the importance of the UK 
gets greater. 
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will sound a warning when the plant 
soil becomes too dry and will contin- 
ue to d o  so until water has been 7 dded to the dry(ing) soil. Owing to 
the low current drain, the monitor 
can operate from a single dry battery 

, for up to a year. 

\ T h e  operation of the monitor 
:he property of water to !i n it contains chemicals, 
lines or acids (found in 

unoanre in good potplant soil and 
inking water). This means that 
ni3t soil ic a fairly good electric con- 
irtor. LVhen the soil dries, it 
r ime< less and less conductive. 
Figure 1 shows the principle of 
monitor. The electrical resistance, 

of the soil is measured by a pair of 
arp pointed probes, El and E?, 
lhich are pushed into the soil. The 

,pen& on I 
nduct rvhe 
ch as alkal Fig. 1. m e  houseplant 

buzzer is based on the 
property of moist soil 
being electrically con- 
ductive. The potential 
developed across the 
soil resistance R is 

I 

I the c they would soon be subject tn rapic 
oxidation or electrocheniical destruc- Deen atnieo a 
tion. That is, depending on the iiirec- tnakir 
tion of the direct current, on? of the ]tor 

measured via probes 
j E l  and €2. If the soil is 

'ish) (R = high), a 
zer sounds. 

iesign ha! . 3 

1% the man 
15  tin? ,l' 

-, sistanre is continually monitored by probes would soon be en\,eluped in a possib~t,. I nf 
ircuit. When the soil gets film of oxide, while the other woulc rd is only 
iis circuit actuates a piezo- be (partly) dissolved. This electrnlysi! ; d ry  hat- 
:zer, Bz. Since the required is negated by the use of an alternat. 

molsrure varies from plant to plant, a ing current instead of a direct current e IOW, e.m.1. or an 1-11'7 battery 
Pr  s added to set the rnini- ) puts certail~restrictionr on the 
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rrv c w n  only a tiny and current-sensitive electronic hard~vare mar mt. urculr -see rtg. L- I. uaico 
.ent, in the switch T5-T6. The gen. sticking conspicuous- on dir i~tors. Intrgrated cir- 
lditions in erator provides the cur- ly into their decora- cuit5 ally nced a higher 

n1c11 tney are used, rent with which the con- tive houseplant pots supplv rolragc. 
ductivity of the soil is 
measured, and the cur- 
rent to actuate the 
buzzer. 
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Fig. 3. The pr;nted-c;r-
cun board for the
houseplant buzzer has
been kept as small as
feasible to ensure that
the finished product
does not detract from
the decorativeness of
the houseplant.

The circuit
based on tran-
sistors Tl and
T2 forms a rec-
tangular-wave
generator. The
values of resis-
tors R2 and R3
and of capa ci-
tors Cl and C2

ensure that the generatot produces a
reetangular voltage at a frequency of
about 3 kHz.
The generator fulfils two func-

tions: it provides the alternating cur-
rent for the probes and the signal for
actuating the buzzer.
Current amplifiers T3 and T4 form

a load-compensating network for the
generator.
When the moisture of the rele-

vant soil is correct, the generator sig-
nal, amplified by T3-T4' is applied to
the probes, El and E2, via capacitor
C4. This capacitor prevents any
direct volta ge from reaching the
probes. The conducting soil between
the probes closes the measuring-cur-
rent loop, so that this current reach-
es electronic switch TS-T6. This
switch is current-sensitive; when the
current is above a certain level, T6 is
cut off, so that the buzzer can not be
actuated.
When the soil becomes dry, the

measuring current becomes smaller,
so that, depending on the setting of
Pl' switch TS-T6 is enabled. This
means that T6 conducts and the
buzzer is actuated to emit a 3 kHz
tone.

CONSTRUCTION
Since the printed-circuit board (see
Fig. 3 ) is smalI, soldering has to be
carried out with great care. The board
is available ready made (see p.70), but

16

it mayaIso be made in
the horne workshop.
This entails making a
1:1 photocopy of the
track layout on to
film, transposing the
film copy on to a (positive-
sensitive) rc board, and etching the
superfluous copper. This requires
patience (lots) and experience
(sorne), but it is not beyond the ken
of most electronics enthusiasts.
The ready-made board contains

sub-boards for four monitors, since
generally more than one houseplant
needs monitoring.
Populate the board ·in stages and

check the work after completing each
stage.
The work is begun by soldering

resistors Rl-R4' followed by capaci-
tors Cl, C2 and C6' and then transis-
tors Tl and T2 in their relevant posi-
tions. Note that, to save space, the
resistors are mounted upright. Next,
solder the battery-holder leads to the
board.
Insert an HP7 battery into the

holder. Use a multimeter, set to the
2 V d.c. range, and check that the
voltages at the test points indicated
in Fig. 4 (with respect to earth, that
is, the -ve terminal of the battery)
are: CD:battery voltage, Ub; @; @, ®:

UJ!2. If
the potentials at 2 and 3

(collectors of Tl and T2 respectively)
are about half the battery voltage, it
may be assumed that the generator
functions correctly. If these potentials
are much smaller than UJ!2, the resis-
tors are placed incorrectly or their
value is wrong. If the potential is
much high er than UJ!2, there is
something awry with the transistors
(wrongly connected or incorrect
type).
If the potentials are as stated,

remove the battery from the holder,
solder Rs,~, C3' T3and T4into place,

Squeaking crY!!iital!!ii
The piezo-electric effect occurs when certain materials (crystals) are subject-
ed to mecbenicei stress. E/ectrical polarization is then set up in the crystal,
whereupon the faces of the crystal become electrically charged. The polarity
of the charge revetses if the compression is changed to tension. Conversely,
an electric field appfied across the material causes it to contract or expand
according to the sign of the electric field.
The effect is observed in al/ ferroelectric crystals and in all ferroelectric crys-
tals that are asymmetrie and have one or more polar axes.
The effect ls important because it couples electrical and mechanical energy
and thus has many applications for electromechanical transducers.
Piezoelectric crystals are used to provide frequency standards and in piezo-
electric oscil/ators.
Figure (a) shows the principle of a domestic appfication: a fighter for gas fires.
The hammer represents the mechanical force acting on the piezoelectric
material. The voltage resulting from the distortion of the material is indicated
by the meter.
Figure (b) shows the change of shape of a piezoelectric material when an
electric potential is applied to it. When the electric potential is an alternating
one, produced for instance by the rapid opening and closing of a switch as in
Fig. (c), the material will vibrate in rhythm with the rate of opening and closing
of the switch. If this rate lies in the frequency range 20-20000 Hz, the air dis-
placed by the vibrating material will be audible. This is the principle of opera-
tion of the buzzer used in the houseplant moisture monitor.
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1%. 
and reinsert the 
battery into the 4 .  
holder. With the 
multimeter set as 
before, check that 
the potential at test 
point 4 (collectors 
Tj, T4) is Ud2.  
When the multime- 
ter is momentarily 
replaced by the 
buzzer, this should 
emit a 3 kHz tone. 
If no tone is heard, 
it may be that its 
frequency is much 
too low or too high; 
this may be caused 
bv incorrect values 
of C,, C:. .-,-- 7.- 

When all is cor- 0 = U g  
rect, remove the B@@ '12U8 

of all resistors. buzzer just operates. Sprinklc \vatcl- 
battery from the When all is well, on to the snil (away from the moni- 
holder, solder the Fig. 4. Various test fix the battery holder on tor), wait a few minutes for it to gct 
remaining compo- points on the pcb. See to the track side of the well into the soil, and check that t l ~  
nents into place and text for values at these board with double-sided buzzer ceases to work. If necesary, 
connect the buzzer Points. adhesive tape (available readjust PI with the probes insertrd 
provisionally. Set from most stationery into a different pot. pl.<ii~ 

the multimeter to the 1 mA d c .  range and ~ I I Y  shops). The advantage of this 
and connect it in series with one of tape is that the holder can be 
the hattery holder leads. Reinsert the removed at a later date i f  necessary. 
battery into the holder and check that Fix the back of the buzzer to the bat- 
the current drain is 0.1-0.2 mA. If it is tery holder (at the end opposite T1, 
appreciably different, check the value T2) with superglue. 

The probes consist of 15 cm 
lengths of 1 mm thick insulated cop- 
per wire, from each of which 2-3 mm 
insulation is removed at one end and 
4 cm at the other end. The 2-3 mm 
bare ends are soldered to the board. 
The 4 cm hare ends are tinned to pre- 
vent any oxidation. Make sure that 
the probes are straight and equidis- 
tant (12 mm) from each other. 

U S A G E  
After the battery has been inserted 
into the holder, push the monitor 
upright into the soil. Make sure that 
the bare probe ends are fully in the 
soil, but take care that there is suffi- 
cient space between the board and 
the soil to prevent the board getting 
wet when the plant is being watered. 
Alternatively, bend the probes to 
allow the monitor to hang over the 
rim of the pot on the outside. 

Normally, the monitor is pushed 
into the soil only near the time when 
watering of the plant is due  (a mat- 
ter of experience). With the probes in 
dry(ish) soil (as relevant to the plant), 
set PI to a position where the buzzer 
is silent, and then adjust it till the 

Component 

. .  

1 preset 

1 off HP7 (& 
1 off holder r 
1 mm thick i t  ~.~ ,~ 

C 

tors: 

neslsrors: 
Rl.R4 = 2 2  
R2. R 3  = 22 
R5. R6. R8 = 

Capacitors: 
Cl, C2 = 820pF 
C3 = 470 pF 
C4 = 1 pF 
C5 = 100 nF 
C6 = 10pF. 

Semiconductors: 
D1 = IN4148 
TlLT3. T5. T6 = BC550( 
T4 = BC560 

Semiconduc 
D1 = ~lezo-electrlc buzzer. 1.5 V 

prooes (see renj 
PCB Order no 950118-1 (p. 70). 

4. R6) dry b; 
Nith leads 10 
nsulated col . .~ 

mery 
r battery 
,per wire for 
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SRAMs, DRAMs, EDO RAMS, SIMMs, 
SIPPs ..., there is a such bewildering 
number of memory options for the 
computer that it is hard to keep them 
apart and, more importantly, to select 
the right type if you want to extend 
the memory in your computer. 

In prinaple, it is all very sim- 
ple. Currently, two types of memory 
are available: static RAM (SRAM) and 
dynamic RAM (DRAM). RAM stands 
for random access memory. In a static 
RAM, each memory cell consists of a 
flipflop (comprising a few semicon- 
ductors) which is at one of two logic 
states, and so capable of 'remembering' 
a value. The dynamic RAM has a 
much simpler mnstruction: a capacitor 
is charged or discharged by a field-ef- 
fect transistor (FET) or an ordinary 
transistor The major disadvantage of 
this type of memory is, however, that 
the memory contents has to be re- 
freshed frequently (every few mil- 
liseconds) because the charge con- 
tained in the capacitor disappears 
slowly because of leakage. This leak- 

age is significant because capacitorr in 
a DRAM have a capacitance of less 
than 0.1 pF. This problem calls for a 
more complex type of drive. Be- 
cause charging and discharging a 
capacitor takes more time than mak- 
ing a semiconductor switch on or 
off, static memories are much faster 
than dynamic ones. The latest 
SRAMs boast access times of 10 to 
20 ns (nanoseconds), while values of 
60 to 7011s are common with state- 
of-the-art DRAMs. 

Because of the more com- 
plex structure of the SRAM, this de- 
vice is typically larger and more ex- 
pensive than its dynamic counter- 
part. That's why the mass memories 
in today's computers consist mainly 
of DRAM. SRAMs are only used for 
fast intermediate memories (cache). 

S E C O N D - L E V E L  C A C H E  
Since the introduction of the R0386 
processor, PC motherboards have a 
certain amount of fast cache memory 
that forms a buffer between the fast 
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processor and the much slower (but 
relatively expensive) DRAM memory. 
Cache memory these days comes in 
two variants: asynchronous and SF- 

chronous SRAM. \Nth asynchronous 
SRAM, the processor has to wait for 
the associated data to appear at the 
outputs after it applies an address. 
With synchronous SRAM, an address 
is supplied, and then the data also ap- 
>ears after some time. However, the 
;RAM then immediately sends the 
lata at the next three locations, with- 
>ut actually requiring new addresses. 
"his hick results in faster timing. 

The latest in cache memory 
s the ~?il~cIilinl brrr;t rocilr RAM, which 

i baqed <m the principle of the syn- 
chronou.; SR4M. The pipelined ver- 
sion huw,ever has an extra buffer 
('latch') at its outpots, which enables 
a new addre.;s to be supplied while 
lata are still being read from the out- 
mts. Illis allows access times of be- 
ween 4 and R ns to be achieved, so 
hat even the fastest Pentiums can 
lrocess cache memory data without 
\,;lit loops. 

SRAMs come in many dif- 
ferent physical shapes and sizes. 
Until recently, SRAMs used to be 
housed in ordinary DIL cases. Nowa- 
days they are often implemented as 

surface-mounted devices (SMDs), 
and are soldered directly on to the 
hoard. The latest development is the 
cache module, which is plugged into 
a socket on the motherboard. Such a 
module simplifies exchanging the 
cache memory considerably. 

M I L L I O N S  
O F  C A P A C I T O R S  
As already mentioned, the large user 
memory in your PC consists of dy- 
namic RAMS. During the course of 
computer history, the capacity of 
DRAMs has groarn steadily Way back 
in 1970, the first l-Kbit DRAM ap- 
peared on the market. Today, LSSMbit 
chips are being developed and tested 
in semiconductor laboratories. With 
DRAMs, too, the physical appearance 
has changed considerably. Whereas 
the first computers had lots of menio- 
ry chips in DIL (dual-in-line) plastic or 
ceramic cases, today's computers con- 
tain almost exclusively SMDs. 

To make changing the memory con- 
figuration on the motherboard a little 
easier for the user, modules have been 
developed. These are small printed-dr- 
cuit hoards which contain a number of 
memory chips. Initially, there were 
hvo types of module: the SIPP and the 

SIMM. The difference is easy to see: a 
SlPP has connecting pins, while a 
SIMM has connecting copper pads 
(contact fingers) on the board. Mean- 
while, SIPPs seem to have died out, 
and today's PC motherboards allow 
only SIMMs to be fitted. SIPP-to-SIMM 
adaptors are still available, however. 

Originally, SIPPs and SlMMs 
were invariably 30-pin modules. 
Today, however, an increasing numher 
of SlMMs is of the 7Lpin type, which 
is identified as the 'PSI2 SIMM'. The 
72-pin SlMM and its 30-pin prede- 
cessor have different memory strnrc- 
tures. as will be seen further on in 
this article. 

M E M O R Y  O R G A N I S A T I O N  
IN A PC 
Since the introduction of the Intel 8086 
CPU, the bus width of processors has 
shown a steady increase. Limiting our- 
selves to the CPU generations which 
are important in this day and age, it is 
seen that the 80386 and X0486 feature 
an external bus width of 32 bits, and 
the Pentium, one of 64bits. Add to 

- - -  ,,,,.-,,,,. ---- 
Fig. 1. Three different 
packagesusedfi 
memory /CS: the 
old DIL case as ) 
probably know il 
many other ICs; : 
30-pin SIMM and 
72-pin SIMM. 

.. 
the 
' the 
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32-bil DRAM - 
W h i t  DRAM 

that the fact that an ordinary SIMM you will have no problems under- 
has a width of eight bits (sometimes standing why a PC motherboard 
nine if a parity bit is available), and must contain a certain number of 
a PSI2 SIMM, a width of 32bits, and memory modules. Such a group of 

,,.,&v,.,,,-,, ~ ~ ,,~r-= 
Fig. 2. The p/ocessor * 
bus width also deter- 
mines the logic width 
(in bits) of the memory 
banks. This is an 
important fact to keep 
in mind when you start 
thinking about extend- 
ing the m 
your PC. 

modules with a total width equal to 
the CPU's external bus width is 
called a bntlk. 

An 80386 or R0486-based 
computer has to be fitted with at least 
four SlMMs to allow the full bus width 
of 32 bits to he addressed in one oper- 
ation. If you want to increase the 
memory of such a PC, that is only pos- 
sible by adding at least four SIMMs. 
However, if PSI2 SIMMs are used, it is 
possible to work with one module at a 
time, because the module has a width 
of 32bits. This is illustrated diagram- 
matically in Fig. 2. With a Pentium, the 
memory bus width should be 64 bits, 
so that you are forced to work with 
multiples of two PSI2 SlMMs (Pentium 
motherboards usually contain 72-pin 
memory slots only) 

D R A M  T Y P E S  
Until recently, there was just one 
(generic) type of DRAM for computer 
use. The only specification that mat- 
tered in the choice of this device was 
the access time. This specification is 

Memory requlrements for PCs have increased dramatical- 
ly since the arrival of MS-Windows 3.1, and even more so 
when Windows 95 was released. Eight megabytes 
seems to be the minimum amount of memory a PC 
should have to be able to use these operating systems 
at all. But memory is expensive, however, and some 
software houses recognized the market potential of a 
product which enables the amount of memory to be 
increased artificially. These programs are generally 
referred to as RAM doublers. 

How do they work? 
To begin with, a RAM doubler provides much better 
resource management. Useful as that may be with 
Windows3.1, it is not normally necessary with 
Windows 95. Secondly, these programs do exactly 
what their (generic) name implies: they increase the 
amount of memory available. Use it made of the fact 
that Windows uses a swap file. Basically, that 1s a file 

on the hard disk which is used to store data if it does 
not fit in the user memory any more. Because a hard 
disk is much slower than a memory, the use of a swap 
file tends to slow the computer down. Most RAM dou- 
bler software compresses data before writing it to the 
hard disk, so that less space is taken up (the process 
is similar to the file compression techniques used by 
packlunpack programs such as PKZlP or ARJ). Good! 
On the down side, however, compressing and decom- 
pressing data is a software overhead which takes time. 
and requires a dedicated buffer area to be reserved in 
the user memory The net profit is, well, marginal, if we 
are to believe the test results published in various com- 
puter magazines. Here, too, the rule is: nothing beats 
real RAMS. None the less, those of you struggling with 
Windows 3.1 or a small hard disk may like the results of 
programs such as SoftRAM, RAMDoubler or 
MagnaRAM. Most of these programs may be obtained 
at prices of 25-odd pounds. 
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usually printed on the device as a suf- 
fix to the w e  number. For most R0386 
and 80486 based machines, 60 ns or 
70 ns is a good choice. With modern 
PCs, however, the external bus clock 
is so high that a couple of wait 
states have to he 'thrown in', not for 
amusement, but to allow data to he 
processed reliably even if 60-ns 
DRAMs are used (which are cur- 
rently the fastest types around). 

Because DRAMs faster than 
60 ns are still difficult to produce in 
volume quantities, the manufactur- 

1 ers have come u p  with a couple of 
tricks to make their DRAMs faster, at 
least as far as a number of tasks are 
concerned. Today's magic word is 
EDO-RAM. The abbreviation stands 
for e.xtertded dntn orrt. A special out- 
put register enables data to remain 
available longer at the output of the 
RAM. This allows a new address to 
be supplied while the data with the 
previous address is still being read. 
In practice, this approach offers a 
speed increase of between 10 and 
20 per cent as far as data exchange is 
concerned between the CPU and 
the memory. 

EDO-RAM is normally a 
little more expensive than ordinary 
DRAM. The price difference is, how- 
ever, expected to disappear before 
long. The control electronics on the 
niotherboard must be capable of dri- 
ving EDO-RAM. Consequently, you 
can't normally mix EDO-RAM and 
regular RAM on a PC motherboard. 

In spite of its higher (appar- 
ent) speed, EDO-RAM is no real sub- 
stitute for a second-level cache. The 
latter remains essential for fast inter- 
mediate processing of memory data. 
Meanwhile, our highly esteemed 
memory chip manufacturers have 
come u p  with yet other variants like 
brrrst-CAS DRAM, s!/rlclrro~inrrs DRAM, 
RAMhrrs DRAM and nlultil?n~~k DRAM. 
Nnnr of these is, hnwever, ready for 
wide application in computers. 

A B O U T  T H E  P A R I T Y  
B I T  
Since the introduction of the first IBM 
PC-XT, all 'compatihles' (clones) have 
used a memory which contains a par- 
ity bit. The parity bit is an extra bit that 
represents the checksum of the other 
eight bits. It allows the CPU to check 
the integrity of the data contained in 
the memory 

Unfortunately, memory ICs 
can develop so-called soft errors. These 
errors are caused by alpha parts from 

3 

Ml,M2(BANKO) M3,M4(BANKl) Total Size 
p -pp - 

1 1M X 32 (4MB) 8MB 
l M  X 32 (4MB) 1 M X 32 (4MB) 16MB 
l M X 32 (4MB) 2M X 32 (8MB) 24MB 
l M X 32 (4MB) 4M X 32 (16MB) 40MB 
l M X 32 (4MB) 8M X 32 (32MB) 72MB 
2M X 32 (8MB) 16MB 
2M X 32 (8MB) l M X 32 (4MB) 24MB 
2M X 32 (8MB) 2M X 32 (8MB) 32MB 
2M X 32 (8MB) 4M X 32 (1 6MB) 48MB 
2M X 32 (8MB) 8M X 32 (32MB) 80MB 
4M X 32 (1 6MB) 32MB 
4M X 32 (1 6MB) l M X 32 (4MB) 40MB 
4M X 32 (1 6MB) 2M X 32 (8MB) 48MB 
4M X 32 (1 6MB) 4M X 32 (16MB) 64MB 
4M X 32 (1 6MB) 8M X 32 (32MB) 96MB 
8M X 32 (32MB) 64MB 
8M X 32 (32MB) 1 M X 32 (4MB) 72MB 
8M X 32 (32MB) 2M X 32 (8MB) 80MB 

4M X 32 (16MB) 96MB 
8M X 32 (32MB) 128MB 

960014 12 
-- - p 

Fig. 3. Example of the 
possible memory 
options for a modern 
Pentium-based moth- 
erboard with four 72- 
pin memory connec- 
tors. The smallest 
memory size that can 
be fitted is 8 MB, the 
largest, 128 MB. 

radioactive Kalium4, which is present 
inside the IC enclosure. In the mean 
time, the production of the relevant 
materials is under much stricter con- 
hol, and the density of the chips has 
increased appreciably. These two facts 
have reduced the occurrence of a soft 
error to about once in ten years, as- 
suming that a modern system is used 
in a normal way. The risk of a soft 
error occurring is considered so small 
that you may reasonably question the 
need for a parity bit. Moderns SIMMs, 
whether 30 or 72-pin types, may be 
purchased with or without a parity bit, 
or with a simulated one. Incidentally, 
there are many PC motherboards 
around these days that do not use the 
parity bit at all. If that is the case, it 

makes no sense to fit memory moci- 
ules with a parity bit. In any cxe,  bu\ -  
ing memory modules with a parit!. bit 
seems unnecessary if you lia\re .i iair- 
ly recent niotherboard. 

F I N A L E :  S O M E  P R ! ~ C -  
T I C A L  T H O U G H T S  
Memories for modern computers 
come in many shapes and 4 7 ~ s .  gi\.- 
ing the user a hard time to select thr 
proper type when it conit-S to ux- 
tending the computer's meni~,r>.  
Among the many questions you may 
have to ask yourself arr: which typc 
of module is already fitted in the 
computer? Is it ordinary DRAM or 
EDO-RAM? What is the currcnt ca- 
pacity per module, and how many 
connector locations do I have a\.ail- 
able? What is the processor L7i1.s 
width? How many rnodules lii~rit I 
install at a time? Is a parity bit re- 
quired? 

By taking a few logic deci- 
sions it should not he too diiiicult to 
find the right memory extensinn ior 
your computer. (96ooiai 
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The filter fulfils the same function in Each section is designed as a state- 
measurement technology as in short- variable filter that can functbn as high- 
wave receivw: it limits the desired fie pass, low-pass or band-pass. The grpat 

high* W. Where high-frequency The pinout and circuit of the Mpin 
noise or whietles must be suppressed, IC are shown in Fig. 1. F'in 4 (17) is the 
the filter can be made to work as a input of the device. Pins 1 (20) and 2 
IOW-pass type. If a frequency, say 09) are the low-pass and band-pass 
50 Hz or l00 Hz, within the pass band outputs mpedidy.  Pln 3 (18) is a h- 
has to be s u m  the &I can op ther output which acamiing to the 
erate as a notch type AU these types switching vdtage, provides an an-pass, 
of filter hmctirm may prove useful in high-pass or notch characteristic at 
stperimenta in dechmic music pins 5 (1916) ard 6 (16). h the present 1 

circuit it is arranged to provide a high- T H E  F I L T E R  IC pgssdpar- 

The filter is based on a special filter h 15 is the analogue-drcuit earth 
1C from National Semiconductor. to which the non-inverting terminals /C. This device contains two second- of all internal op amps and the refer- 
order filter sections, A and B, which ence points of the IC are strapped. 
can be used separately or in cascade. The power supply to analogue and 
In either case, they provide a mul- digital circuits is separate via pins 7,14 
tiplidty of filter configurations. and 8,13 respectively. 
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S T A T E - V A R I A R L E  
F I L T E R  
A state-variable filter is based on two 
integraton and an inverter. If the inte- 
grator resistors are variable, the filter 
can easily be tuned. Unfortunately it 
is impossible to build a variable resis- I tor into the present lC. Therefore, the 
switched-capacitor principle is used, 
which provides a variable filter fre- 
quency, fo, that is dependent on the 
external clock supplied to pin 10 (11). 

The equivalence of a resistor and 
switched capacitor is shown in Fig. 2. 
In case of a resistor, the current, 1, is 
determined by the applied voltage, U, 
and the resistance, R. In case of a ca- 
pacitor, the capacitance, C,, fulfils the 
same function as the resistance R. 

When the switch connect5 C, to the 
input voltage, LI ,  the capacitor is k i n g  
charged. When the switch position is 
changed, the capacitor provides (part 
of) its charge to the output. Thus, in 
each switching period a certain charge 
is transferred from input to output. 

In this way, an average current, I, 
flows that is determined by the input 
voltage, the capacitance of the 
switched capacitor and the switching 
frequency, Is. Thus, the higher the 
switching frequency, the higher the 
current. This means that a switched ca- 
pacitor can replace a variable resistor. 
The linear relation between the switch- 
ing frequency and the equivalent ad- 
mittance of the sehlp is noteworthy. 

A small flaw in the sehlp is that a 
tiny part of the switching signal is pre- 
sent in the o u t p ~ ~ t  signal. In case of a 
sinusoidal input s i p t l ,  the output re- 
sembles a digitally regenerated sine 
wave, that is, it looks like a stepped 
waveform. The amplitude of the steps 
is proportional to the signal voltage. 
Fortunately, the frequency of the in- 
terfering voltage is much higher than 
that of the input signal. Thus, it win be 
virtually undetectable over a wide 

e range of filter frequencies. 
In a practical circuit, integrated 

C M O ~  switches are used. 
Depending on the voltage at pin 12 

the clock for IC1 must be 5lL100 times 
higher than the wanted filter lrequen- 
cy,t;,. With +5 V at pin 12, the multi- 
plication factor is x50. This arrange- 
ment ensures that the internally gen- 
erated noise of the filter is a minimum. 
Moreover, the clockat pin 10 (11) must 
not exceed 1.5 Mhr, which means that 
with a multiplication factor of x100, 
the upper frequency of the filter 
would he limited to 15 kHz. Note that 
the factor X50 must not be taken too 
literally: it has a tolerance of c2%; in 
the prototype, it was 49.4. 
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T H E  F I L T E R  
P R O P E R  Fig.1. Pinout and cir- 
With the possible excep- Of the 'ype MF70  he output of [C;, is special filter IC. tion of the switched-ca- aenlied to the o u t ~ u t  . . 
pacitor principle, the buffer via the switch 
function of of the circuit array. 7he second sec- 
in Fig. 3 is straightforward. tion of lC1 is then not used: its input 

Circuit IC2 operates as a bipolar resistor, RI?, is grounded via the switch 
input buffer that is provided with an array 
input protection network, RI-DI-DZ- The band-pass characteristic of the 

The voltage drop across RI is com- filter is relatively narrow. For cases in 
pensated by the amplification of IC,, which a wider frequency band is 
which is set to 1.5 by R; and R+ Ca. needed, an octave-filter has been pro- 
pcitor C2 stabilizes the op amp, since vided. When the switch array is in po- 
a 55% is internally compensated only sition c,, the high-pass output of filter 
for amplifications exceeding x3. The section A in ICI is applied to section R 
offset of IC2 is compensated with PI ,  via the switch array, and then taken 
while its output is taken directly to the from the low-pass output (pin 20). At 
input, pin 4, of IC1. the same time, S,, ensures that the 

The low-pass (LP) ,  band-pass (sr) clock to the first section is half that to 
and high-pass (HI') outputs of filter the second section. This arrangement 
section A of ICI are applied to ganged pruvides an upper limit of the ti~,char- 
switch array S1-S5, which can also se- acteristic which is an octave lower than 
lect notch filter u and octave filter c,. that of the low-pass characteristic, so 
With the switches in positions 111: LP that the frequency band bfhveen these 
and nr, the outputs of filter section A hvo points is available at all times. 
are applied to the input of filter section 
B. That is, the two filter sections are R E  M A  1 N D E  R F  
cascaded (fourth order filter) to pro- C l R  C U I T  
vide a steeper slope of the response The output of IC1 has a small offset 
curves. - ~ .  voltage which nor- 

The outputs of filter ~ 1 ~ .  2. B~~~~~~ mally does not affect 
section R are applied to shift of the char the operation. 
output buffer via through the fret The larger part of 
the switch array cy-dependent sc the circuit enclosed by 

Output socket K? is the functi the dotted lines is the 
preceded by low-pass a variable resist clock generator, which 
section, RZ,-CZZ, which, 
at least at higher val- 
ues off,,, suppresses 

of the 
ge 
wen- 
hitch, 
ons as 
or. 

any residual clock 2 
simal at the oubut.  

.- 
combination of the 
high-pass and low- 
pass functions of fil- 
ter section A in IC1. 

0 

With the switch 
array in podlion N, a 
notch filter is con- 
structed in summing 
amplifier ICb from a 

R 



b 
-"'h 2 1 

I" 

I 
I 

ICS = I W W 4  I 
I 

~ ' " " " " - - - ' .  - 
ig. 3. m e  circuit of 

the filter consists of is based on The clock is applied to pins 10 and short-circuit p m f ,  so that no fuse is re- 
an input buffer, the ffl- IC,. ~ l t h o u g h  11 of IC, direct nrld via Sir quired. Because of its small load (about 
ter /C, a clock genera- the manufac. Half the clock frequency required 38 mA for the oscillator and LED and 
tor and a power sup- turers' data for filter section A of IC1 when the oc- around 13 mA for the filter), it has F sheet of this tave filter function is selected is pro- ample reserves in spite of its low sec- 

c ~ o s  device vided by IC%, a bistable connected as ondary voltage. 
indical',? thcit i t  can work u p  to binarycounter. The various filter capacitors in the 
5011 kHz, it operates with reasonably Socket KZ has two functions. In supply lines ensure that there is no 
steep edges to well over 1 Mhz when standard operation a frequency meter coupling between the clock and the fil- 
it is arranged as an astable. Resistors may be connected to it to aid in setting ter channel. 
RIB and RIq, in conjunction with D, the filter frequency which is '1% of the 
and D,, provide a duty factor of 503,, measured clock 
which is required for optimum opera- In the fourth position of the range P 0 P U  L A T I N G  T H E  
tion of IC,. If necessary, the factor can switch, IC4 is disabled via the reset B 0 A R D S 
be himmed to exactly 50% with P? input (Sha) and isolated from the re- The filter is built on three printed-cir- 

Capacitors CrCq and C2-C2,, mainder of the circuit by Shh. An ex- cuit boards that are fitted in a small 
which are switched with Sha, and Pz ternal clock with known frequency at metal enclosure. The filter drcuit p rop  
enable three overlapping frequency m level can then be connected to KZ. er, in line with National Semiconduc- 
ranges to be set: 1-10 kHz, if the signal is higher than m, it will tor recommendations, is built on a 
10-100 k H r ,  and 0.1-1 Mhz, corre- be limited by network RITD3-D+ double-sided printed-circuit board- 
sponding to filter frequencies of 20 Hz The ordoff indicator LED, D,, and its see Fig. 4. The upper side contains the 
to 20 H r .  series resistor, RZ3, are connected be- analogue ground plane and serves as 

To ensure troublefree oscillating of tween the -ve and +ve supply lines to screen. The digital ground is at the un- 
IC4 at high frequencies, the device is ensure symmetrical loading of the derside. The upper side also contains 
switched between -S V and c5 V Re- power supply. some wire bridges made of insulated 
sistors Rzl and RZ2 revert the oscillator The power supply is a traditional circuit wire. The rc sockets must be fit- 
voltage to n L  level referred to ground. design. The specified transformer is ted so that its pins, like the terminals 
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of some other components, can be sol- 
dered at the top as well as at the un- 
derside of the board 

Switches S1-S5 are contained in a 
ganged push-button array. If this 
proves difficult or impossible to obtain, 
different switches may be used, as 

l long as they are ganged. Apart from S, 
1 (octave function), the switches use 

onlv two of the four change-over sec- 
tions; the other two are grounded to . minimize any coupling between clock 
and filter. 

Clock-carrying lines are not pro- 
vided as hackson the boards: they are 
made from discrete, single-screen 
cable. The screens should be ground- 
ed at onlv one side. 

The supply lines are taken from the 

power supply to the filter board, and 
from there to the clock generator. 

The analogue and digital supply 
lines are interconnected close to IC, 
and decoupled by C3-C6 

Sockets K,-K, are linked to the 
boards via screened cable. It is advis- 
able to isolate K2 and K? from the en- 
closure: their ground is then connect- 
ed to the relevant earthing point via 
the screen of the cable. Socket K,, 
however, is a normal BNC type whose 
shell is connected directly to the en- 
closure: this is the only place where 
the circuit earth is connected to the en- 
closure. 

Components Rzl and Czz are not 
housed on the board: they are sol- 
dered directly to the output socket. 

Populate the board in the usual 
order, starting with the wire bridges, 
followed by diodes and resistors, and 
then the larger components. Make 
sure that none of the components 
makes contact ~ 4 t h  the earth plane. 

F I T T I N G  T H E  B O A R D S  
The filter board is fixed at the front on 
to the ganged switch array and at the 
rear to the enclosure via two spacers. 
Figure 5 shows the layout of the pro- 
totype. 

Fine clock frequency control Pz is a 
10-turn potentiometer that is screwed 
on to the board and connected to the 
relevant hacks via two lengths of flex- 
ible. insulated circuit wire. A standard 
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Aliasing: cause and prevention 
When an analogue signal is being sampled, the the sampling 
frequency, fclk, must be at least twice the signal frequency, fs. 
N this is not the case, Shannon's theorem predicts that infor- 
mation will get lost. If the sampling frequency is lower than 
the signal frequency, a signal f ,  is retrieved from the sam- 
pled information that differs from the original input signal 
(Nyquist criterion). The retrieved signal-the alias signal- 
has a frequency that corresponds to the harmonics of the 
high-frequency components of fs 
In Fig. A. the upper sinusoidal signal is sampled correctly 
since f C ,  = 8f,. 
The signal beneath it is sampled at Zf,, which meets the 
Nyquist criterion, but falls foul of Shannon's theorem. The 
originalsignal is then sampled correctly only if this is done at 

A 
~ C L X - ~ ? .  : ,,,:, l , , ,;(rl,,+ l , l :. 

, , .. , , . , 
'. : '. : 

,.-.., 

f c u - 2 ? .  . ;p ,,,,,l ;l ,, ,,,,,,,,l ;,, 
, , . :  . , 

. . ... , , . . ... , , 

amplitudes well above zero; if sampling takes place at the - .?B 

zero crossing, most, if not all, of the information would be i 
IOSt. 
The third signal is sampled at 7.3fs, so that, in accordance 

I B  , with Nyquist's criterion, the data of the original signai are h.~f. ?-.C 

lost. The retrieved signal has a frequency that is lower than 
fsl2. 
Even when the requirement f , , ~  2fs is met, aliasing compo- 
nents fClk + fs and f,, - f, may cause problems as shown in 
Fig. B. This is because, although the higher alias compo- 
nents are well away from the usable (Nyquist) bandwfdth, 
0-fclk/2, the lower ones may come dangerously close. When , fcks 24, they may even fall within the Nyquist bandwidth. 
The foregoing could lead to the assumption that there are no 

1 aliasing problems when the MF70 is used, since the sam- 
oling frequency (clock) is 50fs or even TOOf, (where f, is the 
filter frequency). However, if the input signal is not limited to 
the Nyquist bandwidth, it is possible in applications with a 

Clr 

I-, m \  'X ?;..C , ,  
-.,, 

high upper pass band-high-pass, notch, band-stop--that 
' B 

aliasing components are present ;n the output signal, even 
though the clock is much higher than the filter frequency, 
Aliasing effects are relatively easily prevented by limiting the 
input signal to the Nyquist bandwidth with the aid of a suit- 
able low-pass filter before sampling is carried out (Fig. C). 
The limiting frequency should be as low as feasible. A suit- 
able value is fs, but if there are wanted signal components , in the range f, - fclk12, it must be appropriately higher. The 
lower alias components then have a limiting frequency of 
'cik - fs. 
The slope is determined by the wanted attenuation of the 

2 m o - 2 1  aliasing components in the range 0-f, The attenuation 
results from the dynamic range, D, of the output signal. 
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Fig. 4. The double- Fig. 5. General view of 
sided PC6 must be the prototype filter 
cut into three before with top cover 
any work is done on it. removed. 

potentiometer is less expensive, but, to R o t a r y  
ensure that high frequencies can be set switch S6 is sol- 
readily within the relevant range, it dered directly 
should have a negative logarithmic on to the board. 
characteristic. The supply 

board is fitted 

Parts 11st 
Resistors: 
R I ,  R3 = 33 kP 
R2, R, = 68 kC> 
Rs = 22 kC, 
RsRte = 22.1 kn. 1 %  
RI,. R 2 3  R24 = kcl 
Rq8. R,, = 470 
R?" = 100 kL> 
R;;. = 220 L1 
P, = 100 k ~ )  preset 
P2 = 10 kC1. 10-turn pota#n~u###c~s# 
P3 = 20 kl) multturn prl 

C, = 2.2 uF, polypropyli 
pitch 5 mm 

C, = 22 pF, 160 V, polyl 
C3. C5 = 47 pF, 25 V, ve 
c,, c61 c12. c13 c.7, C18. "20, "21 
- - n F  ceramlc 

C,, = 10 nl 
C,, = 33 nl 
C", = 3.3 n 

IF trimmer 
lOOpF, l O V  

fester 
..,.h,..-, , "C\  ,#Lab 

i3 V vertical 

Semicondr 
D,-Ds = 1 F  
D, = LED, ,=U. 0 , . I<,.U, - a m , , , ,  

Integrated circuits: 
IC1 = MFIOCCN (Natio 

IC2 = NESE 
IC, = NE5E 
IC, = TLC5 
ICc = 74HC 
C ,  = 7805 
lC, = 7905 
Miscellaneous: 
K,-K, = BNC socket for 
mounting 

K, = 2-way terminal blc 
mounting, pit 

S,-S, = 5-way ganged 
switch arrav 

S, = rotary switch. 2 p( 
tion for 
mounting 

B, = rectifier B80C150l 
~ r ;  = mains transforme 

boaro 

x k  for boar< 
ch 7.5 mm 
push-buttor 

Ile, 6 posi- 
board 

I, round 
~ .. 

next to the oxil- 
lator hoard on 
four 10 mm 
long spacers. 
The mains 
onhff switch is 
fitted on to the 
rear panel. 

A L I G N M E N T  
When the boards have been populat- 
ed, do not yet insert the ics into their 
sockets. Set Pi and P3 to the centre of 
their travel, switch on the mains (the 
odof f  indicator LFD forms the hasic 
load for the power supply) and check 
that the supply voltages at various 
points are correct. Switch off the mains 
and insert the ~ c s  into their socket. 

Check that the clock generator 
functions correctly: ranges 1-10 kHz 
and ILL100 kHz should present no dif- 
ficulties. W ~ t h  an oscilloscope and 10:l 
probe, check the wave form and duty 
factor. If necessary, adjust P3 until the 
factor is exactly 50%. This setting must 
be carried out before the final check of 
the end of the range, which is carried 
out with a frequency meter connected 
to K,. 

Next, align the 0.1-1 Mhz range in 
the same way as the other ranges. 
which, owing to the trimmer, should 
present no difficulties. The frequency 
at pin 5 of IC5 should be half that at 
K> 

Apart from compensating the offset 
of IC2 there are no alignments on the 
filter board. The offset voltage of IC2. 
measured between pin 6 and ground. 
is set to zero with PI. 

Input a signal of exactly 1 kHz and 
set the filter function to NOTCH. Set S& 
to position 2, adjust P2 until the output 
voltage is a minimum, and measure 
the clock at K2. The measured value is 
the clock factor. Since finding the min- 
imum output voltage is tedious, it is 
advisable to repeat the adjustment and 
measurement a couple of times to get 
a good average. 

Figure 6 shows the frequency re- 

sponse curves of the individual filte~ 
types. These curves have been nor- 
malized and are obtained with t h ~  
minimum deviation from f,, in aI 
cases. ,.#,$MUO 

6 
Fig. 6. Normal!--" 

sfer functr 
MFlO. 

I 
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The Radio Data 

now well estab- 
lished among VHF- 

FM broadcasters 
aiming at providing 

additional information 
with their radio pro- 

Jrammes. In addition 
to up-to-date traffic 

iformation, RDS also 
brings you, on an LCD 
screen, alternative fre- -- 

quencies, time infor- 
mation and a feature 

an increasing , ~ i m P  
pro- 

offering this addi- , compact' FM re' ject is compact , po,.,ered W devod~lator at just R4x44mm, and 
,,anal information to , Alignment-free matches the size of a 2x16-char- 

listeners at home and A p a r t acter LCD unit. 
from the traffic-re- 

in their cars. lated functions aimed at the car TH E C RCU' 
radio market, other RDS functions RDS processor IC1 contains every- A 'IC1 6C84 micro- such as transmitter identification, time thing you need to demodulate the 

controller allows a and radiotext are of great interest to RDS data signal taken from an FM re- 
owners of home based FM radios. ceiver. We are talking about the simple and pretty The R E  decoder presented here was TDA7330 from SGS-Thomson, a chip 

c~mpacf RDS add-on developed to function as a simple ex- that contains RDS subcarrier filters as 

decoder to be built tension to any (we hope) domestic well as a dedicated demodulator. The 
FM stereo receiver. The circuit dis- filter is alignment-free thanks to a 

based On only ~ W O  plays the station name, time (with quartz-controlled switched-capacitor 
atomic accuracy from some hansmit- network. Obviously, the total absence integrated circuits' ters) and radiotext on a 2x lhor  1x.10 of adjustment points on the RDS de- 
character liquid screen display (LCD), modulator chip is a great help in keep- , . , , , The printed circuit board for this ing the construction of the RDS de- 

ter in p 
is or 
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L. IC socket. The display is se- I 'S,. 
cured at the solder side of the 

b 

i 

board with the aid of short 
wires or Iieaderlsocket con- 
nections, so that the solder 
sides face one another. Al- 
though the noise emission of 
the decoderldisplay unit will 
be low, it does no harm to fit 
the project in a screened 
metal enclosure. In most 
cases, however, an all-plastic 
case will be equally suitable. 
The board has a cinch socket 
via which the multiplex signal 
is applied. Before taking the 
RDS decoder into use, you 
should make sure the board is 
correctly populated. Also 
check the use of the jumper 
(see above). For an initial test, 
power the decoder from a di- 

m *% - rect voltage 
Forgetting a b o z  source supplying 
voltage regulator for anything be. 
the moment, an RDS tween and 
decoder can be built about 12 V, for from just a demodula- 
tor IC, a programmed your 

coder as simple as possible. only D4 through D7 are Plc and a standard benchtop regu- 
A supply voltage of 5V is required used. Data lines DO, D1, D2 LCD modul' lated d.c. power 

to power the RDS decoder. The de- and D3 are, therefore, not supply. You will 
coder supplies the familiar set of RDS used. RRI, RB2 and RR3 are the con- also need '1 properly working FM 

I 
output signals: RDSCLOCK (pin 12), trol signals for the display. radio with 'line' outputs. This may he 
RDS DATA (pin 13). RDS QUALITY Jumper JP1 selects the ICD type used: an FM stereo tuner or a mono radio 
(pin 14) and ARI (Autofahrer Radio h- JP1 open = 2x16 characters; JP1 with a tape recorder output. With 
formation, for Germany only) (pin 15). closed = 1 x?0-characters. The contrast most high-end FM stereo tuners, the 
The TDA7330 may be used with a on theLCD is adjusted with preset PI. multiplex signal is suppressed to the 
4.332-MHz or an 8.664-MHz quartz Voltage regulator IC3 allows the de- extent that the RDS decoder will not 
crystal. The first option is selected by coder to be powered from a supply be able to detect even the smallest 
leaving pin 18 open-circuited, the lat- voltage higher than 5 V. which may be trace of it at the receiver's line out- 
ter, by strapping pin 18 to +5V Here, available in the FM receiver. Current puts. On most down-market FM ra- 
an oscillator frequency of 4.332-MHz consumption of the decoder is small- dios, however, as well as on many 
is used, which doubles as the clock for er than 15 mA. Diode D1 acts as a mono receivers with a line (tape 
the PIC, allowing this device to work supply reversal protection, and at recorder) output, it is definitely 
without its on-chip oscillator. the same time creates a an auxiliary worth trying the audio outputs! With 
Design information on the TDA7330 bias of -0.7 V which is applied to stereo tuners, it makes no difference 
is given on the Elrktor Elrctroi~ics the lower terminal of preset PI. The whether you use the left or right line 
Datasheet elsewhere in this issue. use of a (small) negative voltage en- output. It is, however, essential to 

8 The input of the demodulator chip sures that older LCDs, too, can be have the receiver tuned to a strong 
is supplied with the multiplex made to produce sufficient contrast. signal from a station of which you are 
(MPX) signal, which is 'stolen' from Because the PIC processor combines certain it transmits RDS. 

4 the input of the stereo decoder in everything that belongs in a com- On being switched on, the RDS 
the FM receiver. Only two of the puter on a single chip, it emits only decoder produces an identification 
previously mentioned RDS outputs low interference levels, reducing the which remains on the LCD until a 
are used here, namely the RDS data main sources of noise to the LCD valid RDS signal is detected and 
signal (RDDA, pin 13) and the asso- connections, which should be kept processed. The identification may be 
ciated clock (RDCL, pin 12). The as short as possible. Actually, that is used to adjust the LCD contrast. 
clock frequency equals 57,n00/28Hz, why the LCD is fitted directly on to Once a valid multiplex signal is re- 
i.e., 1187.5 Hz. It is used to produce the decoder board. ceived at the input of the decoder, the 
an interrupt at processor pin RBO. In display shows the station name, for 
the interrupt routine, the processor C 0 S R U C l A N  D example, BBC RI, almost immediately 
reads the data signal at its RTTC pin C  0 N N E C T I O N  after the power-on ident has disap- 
(pin 3 of the PIC). The single-sided printed circuit board peared. After a further minute or so, 
The liquid crystal display (LCD) is is simple to populate. If you go for the time also appears on the display, 
operated in four-bit mode, in which minimum cost, give at least the PIC an next to the station ident. When you 
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Track layout and eom-
ponent overlay of the
single-sided printed
circuit board lava;l-
able ready-made, see
page 70).

Components List

Resistors:
R1 = 2MQ2
R2 = 1kQ
R3 = 22kQ
R4 = 4kQ7
P1 = 10kQ preset

Capacitors:
C1 ,C2,C3,C1 0 = 100nF
C4 = 47nF
C5 = 10.uF 25V
C7,C8 = 27pF
C9 = 100.uF 25V
C6 = 10nF

Inductor:
L1 = 100,uH choke

Semiconductors:
01 = 1N4002
IC1 = TDA7330 (SGS-Thomson)
IC2 = PIC16C84 (programmed,
order code 966505-1)
IC3 = 78L05

Miscellaneous:
K1 = PCS-mount einen socket
K2 = LCO, 2x16 or 1x40 characters.
Preferred type: Sharp LM16A21
(2x16)

K3 = 2-way PCS terminal block,
5mm raster.

X1 = 4.332-MHz quartz crystal
Printed circuit board and pro-
grammed PIC for this project: order
code 960050-C (see page 70)

are receiving a traffic information sta-
tion, the display shows a '-' (dash) at
the far right. This changes to a '*' when
traffic information is transmitted.
The lower display line shows the

radiotext (if available), which serolls.
Up to two messages of 64 characters
may be transmitted. These are
joined to give one 128-character text,
which is displayed sequentially.
If you are unable to achieve us-

able results from the receivers line
output(s), there is no alternative but
to locate the MPX signal inside the
tuner, at the input of the stereo de-
coder. As shown by the block dia-
gram of a typical FM tuner, Fig.5,
this point is found near the FM de-
modulator, where the demodulated
FM multiplex signal 'before de-em-
phasis' is available. The actual point
to tap is easily found using the re-
ceivers service documentation
and/or your oscilloscope. If have
neither of these, it is also possible to
find the MPX signal by trial and
error. Starting from the receiver ' s
cinch output sockets, trace the wires
or PCB tracks that lead to the stereo
decoder K. Once you have located
this IC, the first thing to do is make
sure your are tuned to astation of
which you are certain it transmits
RDS. Next, carefully touch each of
the decoder IC pins with a probe
connected to the RDS decoder
input. Because of the processing
'time needed by the RDS demodula-
tor, you may have to keep the probe

/134

connected at least 30 seconds to
each pin be fore data starts to appear
on the display. Once the right pin is
found, the station name is displayed
after a short while, followed by ra-
diotext (if transmitted).
Having found the proper Signal

for the decoders MPX input, the
unit may be installed and wired per-
manently, either inside the receiver,
or as a set-top extension. If you
choose to fit the decoder in the re-
ceiver case, you will need to locate a
suitable take-off point for the 9-V
supply voltage. Hopefully, that is not
too difficult to find in the receiver.
The signal connection between the
tuner and the decoder.is best made
in thin screened cable. If the supply
volta ge is also taken frorn the receiv-
er, the cable screening may be con-
nected to ground at one side only:
the receiver side! This is necessary
because of the polarity revers al pro-
tection diode, D1, which would oth-
erwise be shorted out, causing lower
contrast on the display.

•

TEST VALUES AND
TROUBLESHOOTING
The circuit diagram, Fig. I, gives you
a number of d.c. test values as weil
as points at which active signals can
be measured. The relevant signals,
measured on our prototype, are
shown in Fig.3.
While measuring the direct volt-

ages in the circuit, you should note
that pin marked '0' on K3 does not
represent ground. This is actually
at-0.7V because of diode D1
(whose anode is at ground poten-
tial). For measurement purposes,
ground may be taken from, for ex-
ample, the negative terminal of C9,
or the cable screening terminal of
the cinch socket. In addition to the
operating volta ge (5 V) and the ref-
erence voltage (approx. 2.2 V at
pin 2) you mayaiso want to mea-
sure the logic levels at pins 14
(RDQ) and 15 (ARI) using a digital
multimeter. RDQ (designated QUAL
in the datasheets) indicates the qual-
ity of the received RDS signal. This
pin supplies a logic high level when
an RDS signal of sufficient quality is
received. RDQ is low when the RDS
input signal is too smalI, or missing.
The ARI pin goes high when an ARI
signal is being received, and low
when only an RDS signal is avail-
able. The level of the ARI pin in un-
determined when neither RDS nor
ARI is being received. In the UK, the

11
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wet"?" CL, 2 %  lT C", l v l n n c*, 2 ":I 
rm," > m %  T/Sli  . , " S  

d 
?3lgnals at thefiieadiiHhg 
points indicated in the circuit 
diagram: 
(a) stereo multiplex signal; 
(b) filtered 57-kHz signal; 
(c) RDS data signal (upper 
trace) and recovered 1187.5-Hz 
bit clock signal (lower traceJ; 
(d) 4.332-MHz oscillator signal. 

ARI system is not used. 
The signals at the other measuring 

points, A through D, are shown in 
Fig. 3: the multiplex signal (Fig. 3a), 
the filtered 57-kHz signal with RDS 
and ARI (Fig. 3b), the recovered bit 
clock and data signals (Fig 3c) and, fi- 
nally, the oscillator signal (Fig. 3d). 
The levels supplied by pin l 4  
(RDQIQUAL) and pin 15 (ARI) are 

~ ~ . . 
I easily evaluated with a multimeter 

to give a go/no-go verdict on the op- 
eration of the RDS demodulator 

b chip. If the levels measured do  not 
make sense, you may have hit upon 
a station that does not transmit RDS. 
If you are sure, however, that you 
are tuned to the right station, then a 
low level at the RDS output (and 
possibly at ARI also) indicates that 
the tuner either does not supply an 
MPX signal (wrong internal connec- 
tion), or the MPX signal is too small. 
The latter is unlikely, however, be- 
cause the TDA7330 boasts a sensitiv- 
ity of 1 mV for RDS signals and 3 mV 
for ARI signals (see datasheet ex- 

Fully populated proto- 
type board. The LC 
display may be 
plugged in at the sob 
der side of the 
decoder board. That 
results in a compact 
RDS decoder module 
which is eminently 
suited to installing in 
an existing FM tuner. 

tracts elsewhere in this issue). With- 
out the help of an oscilloscope, you 
may have to solve this problem by 
trying out another receiver, or find- 
ing another point in the receiver to 

tap the unfiltered MPX signal. 
When IC1 reports an RDS signal 

(pin 14 goes high), the LC display 
should at  least indicate the station 
name after a few seconds. If the 
power-on message does not appear 
at all, the first thing to check is the 
LCD contrast setting. If another dis- 
play is used than the one mentioned 
in the parts list, it could just be that 
the connections are turned 180 de- 
grees (this is the case particularly 
with older LCD models). When the 
display does not show a dark line at  
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ccptlon a t  pln 14, the only remaln- demodulator decoder to be sup- 
ine sourn, ui t r ~u i - l t ~  I. rc.iI1\. the 0.- I oliedwith t ie  stereo M m  ,mu/tio/ex) 

any setting of PI, and w i th  all ICs 
removed from the decoder, you S" - S,.,., a decoder R 
should simply try to reverse all con- 

,, ,~ ~~ ~~ . 
cillator. The oscillator signalat pin 16 signal, which is available i t  the output 
may be checked with an oscillo- of the receiver's FM demodulator. For further reading: 

Radio Dat,? S?+tmm(l<D5) d t i r ~ ~ l r r .  
scope, just like the signals at pin 3 ~ ~ , . k t o r  t I t~c- t rou i~> b1.x I 'J~? 
(RDS data) and pin6 (RDS bit Radio D a t ~  5ystm1~. EIcA! i r r  ~ I C Y I , ~ ~ ~ ! K ?  
clock). Assuming that these signals may be damaged electrically, which J1'l?'Auhust 19L11. 

Radio D,>t.l Syrtrm (RDSI deccriici: l l i . L t i i i  are okay, and the display i s  working may be ascertained by exchanging ri,,i Fctrruen. 1491, 
and connected the right way the device. Although i t  rarely hap- RDS cjt.mnllul~tl~r w i th  integrated filtrl; 
around, it i s  time for a thorough pens in practice, it can not be ruled Elc.ktr,r. t i n t i i ' n i i s  Oztol~rr lL)Y2. 
check on all solder joints and PCB out that the CMOS controller has Radio Data Syqtern (I<DSl ~icrodel: iliQh'r 

Elt,<!mvii<'s May 1997. tracks around the Plc on the board. become the victim of a static dis- Radio iRD~I  dro,d 
If you can't find an error, the PIC charge or overheating. 196oosol Eltac~troriiii ianuary 19V.l. 

nections by 180". 

When the display works a11 right, 
and the TD.47330 reports RDS re- 

Radio Data System (RDS) infor- 
mation has been transmitted by 
many VHF-FM radio stations 
since 1988. RDS signals are 
conveyed at a subcarrier fre- 
quency of 57 kHz. This fre- - 

- 
- RDS 

dernodv~ata 
--. = - 

~ i k ~  stered the RDS 'ItDmDt?a 

quency is phase-locked to the pilot carrier of 19 kHz 
(3x19 kHz = 57 kHz). Figure 1 shows the theoretical fre- 
quency spectrum of the multiplex signal as transmitted by 
a VHF-FM radio station broadcasting RDS. RDS data is 
modulated using a technique known as double-sideband 
suppressed carrier (DSSC), which results in two clearly 
visible sidebands whose bandwidth is roughly equal to 
the binary RDS data rate of 1187.5 bits per second - 
(baud). The bit clock is recovered from the subcarrier by 
dividing it by 48. That also explains why a frequency of i 1187.5 Hz is available at the clock output (RDCL, pin 12) 1 of the RDS demodulator IC TDA7330, provided. of 
course, a valid RDS signal is being received. 
Basicalk the RDS signal consists of binary data which 
are transmitted serially. This data is organized in 
blocks of 26 bits each. Each block contains a 16-bit 
dataword and a 70-bit checkword (Fig. 2a). The high 
redundancy of the checkword affords security of the 

l 
data even under very adverse receiving conditions 

' up to 
broad- 
to the 

:paces, 

grams or even GPS correction data. 
The Radiotext (RTJ as displayed by the present dec 
is contained in type-2 groups, and consists 01 
64 characters which supply any information the 
casters feel free to throw at you, usually relate0 
currently transmitted programme. RT supports s. 
enabling the text to be easily read from a 2x32 display. 
In principle, it is also possible to transmit texts of any length 
in successive lines (64-character chunks). In practice, 
however, that is rarely done. Apart from the low transmis- 
sion rate that can be achieved (no more than about 
20 characters per second, provided every alternate 
group contains RJ), the main objection against using 
long texts is probably that the broadcasters are painfully 
aware of the relatively low number of people who are 
willing and able to receive and read radiotext. Hopefully. 
that situation changes for the better following the publi- 
cation of this article. 

such as in a moving car Four 26-bit blocks together ' 
l forma104-bitgroup.Inagroup,theblocksaresim- e " l s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - a l S - - - - - - - - - -  - 

ply identified by their order, i.e., Block l through M d.tawwd S L M S 2 B B Block4 (Fig. 26). Blocks and groups are transmitted 
continuously, so that the transmission time per group ROS.BWk t6+10=26bltl - .1.?6a 

equals 87.5ms at the above menhoned baudrate. 
Each RDS group 1s of a certain type. RDS suppofls 15 
orouo tvoes. The followino ~nformation is contained fn " . X ,  

all groups: programme igentification (PI), programme 
type (PJY) andtraffic (JP). The rest of the information 
conveyed in the group is variable, and depends on the 
group type. 
The information type list is long, and extends from 
dataiclock info (Type 4 Group), through internal infor- 
mation on the radio station (Type 6 Group), riqht up to 
a transparent data channei (TL 
which is intended to convev sn 

16+10bit 16+10blt , 16+1Obll 16+10bH 
I - 1. 1 -  

IC, JGe5 
iall comol 

'F ~ r o u ~ )  
yter pro- 

Block l 

Elektor 

RDS group 4x 26 = 104 bits 11110209-b1Sb ' 1  Block 3 Block 2 Block 4 



An ordinary PC with a 
16-bit sound card is 

turned into an excellent 
audio-frequency mea- 

surlng system, at a very 
small outlay, just by 

running some clever 
software. Applications L 

of the PC-controlled AF --L 
analyser include mea- 
suring frequency and 

phase response of 
amplifiers, filters and, in 
particular, loudspeaker 

I cross-overs. But that's 
not all because the 

analyser also enables 
you to determine the 
impedance of loud- 

speakers, the induc- t i o n  

tance of coils, or the described in this two- 
Just  part article. Tliis first part deals ...;&h capacitance of capaci- 

tors. A noticeable fea- 
ure of the analyser is 

its wide measuring 
range, for instance, 

from 50pH to 100pH 
for inductors, and 

100 pF to 100,000pF 
for capacitors. 

think of it: a state-of-the- 
art sound card like the Soundblaster 
I h V E  will set you back less than 
70pounds. yet it contains, among 
others, a stereo 16-bit analogue-to- 
digital converter (ADC) for 44-kHz 
sampling, as well as an FM synthe- 
sizer chip capable of generating 
complex waveforms. No wonder 
you may want to make all this high- 
tech stuff d o  a hit more than pro- 
duce PC game noises o f  the n~hizz-  
I~ni ig class. One such 'serious' appli- 
cation which is of special interest to 

."..., 
the main possibilities of the mea- 
surement system, while next 
month's second and final part tack- 
les the operation of the software de- 
veloped for the project. It will also 
di4cuss a small add-on box for mea- 
surements. The box contains a cou- 
ple of resistors and switches, and 
turns the PC in a multi-purpose im- 
pedance measuring station. 

To begin with. the main technical fea- 
tures of the analvser svstem W:" L- ,,, "r 

electronics engineers and hobbyists discussed by means of a couple of ex- 
alike is the versatile AF analyser sta- amples. 
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Frequency response of an amplifier 
The graph in Fig. 1 is the result of a 
measurement performed on the 
audio power amplifier in a low-cost 
car radio. A non-reactive load was 
driven. The frequency response was 
recorded over a range from 20 Hz to 
20 kHz. It is seen that frequencies 
around 100Hz get an extra 'boost'. 
The 'bass' conhol was turned up for 
this measurement. Clearly, the fre- 
quency response starts to drop at 
about 5 kHz. The phase response is 
not very linear either. 

Impedance graph of a loudspeaker 
The results of an impedance mea- 1 
surement on a loudspeaker system 
are shown by the graphs in Fig.2. 
The measurement was performed 
on a co-axial drive unit (i.e., one 
with the tweeter located centrally in 
the wooferlmidrange speaker) 
which was claimed to have a nomi- 2 
nal impedance of 4 I1 over the fre- 
quency range from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. 
The graph shows the real part (re- 
sistance) and the imaginary part (re- 
actance) of the loudspeaker's com- 
plex impedance. The marker is set at 
122H2, where the first self-reso- 
nance of the drive unit occurs. 
Where the real part goes through a 
maximum of about 2 0 9 ,  the imagi- 
nary part shows a zero crossing. The 
second self-resonance point occurs 
at about 5 kHz, where the imped- 
ance rises to nearly 7R.  As you can 
see, the measurement system is ca- 
pable of capturing all essential de- 
tails of an impedance response. 

Inductance measurement on an RF  
choke 
Figure3 shows that the value of an 
RF choke rated at 40pH can still be 
measured with confidence. Obvious- 
ly, such a measurement calls for the 
highest frequencies the analyser is ca- 
pable of producing. In the example, 
the measurement was carried out 
over a frequency range from 5 !+iz to 
20 kHz. The measured inductance 
(approx. 401rH) is shown in the top 
part of the illustration. The lower part 
shows the resistance of the choke, 
which amounts to about 1 R (at a 
measurement error of about 100 mR). 
You guessed it: the AF analyser is an 
excellent help when you have to 
wind RF coils yourself. But low-fre- 
quency coils, too, can be measured 
without problems, for example, those 
in loudspeaker filters which have val- 
ues in the milli-henry range. 

= -- p ~. - *~ ~~ p- -.- .. 
Fig. I. ~esults of a phaselfrequen- 
cy response measurement on a 
low-cost car radio AF amplifier. 

<h> : d l . o l r  h,-- 'm, : .-.-. 
10.00 Oh" 20.00 0*I 

13.m Oh- ,,_m - 
1m.m m* IO.00 m 
3.m m" =.m o n  
n.oomm" 0.- 

-3.m Oh" -3 .m 
-.o.m m,, -,o.m b 

-1, .m m" -13.m oh" 

-=.=.m G+" -2o.m Oh 

2.0 3 . 0  1.0 x . 0  3 . 0  1.0 2 . 0  3 . 0  I . 0  2 . 0  

- 
Fig. 2. Measured impedance 
response of a loudspeakr- -'-'.-- 
unit. 

, " . ~ - ~  .-. m = , . . . , , . . . .  ~ 
~ ~ 

Fig. 3. Even a 40pH RF choke 
canbechecked 
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MEASUREMEA 

md card: 
graphics 
16-bit SOL 
(Creative . 

mdBiaster 
Labs) 

. 
I by Elektor 
:S 

uency 
to 1,000 

OPTIONS OF The measurement software was writ- 
ten for a SoundBlaster 16VE from AF ANALYSER Creative Labs. This card features 44- 
kHz 16-bit stereo sound sampling. 

Frequency response (level and pt.---, -. The software should also run on 
:; amplifiers 100% SoundBlaster compatible 
:': filters cards, preferably those with the Cre- 
-:? loudspeaker cross-over filfers ative Labs chip set. Regrettably, 
-/: control loops many low-cost clones use a different 

chip set, so you are well advised to 
Impedance measurement on  two-poles buy the original SoundBlaster. At a 

:': loudspeaker parameters current street price of 70-odd 
+ filter inductors pounds, the SoundBlaster 16 VE is a 
-?- (eiectroiyiic) capacitors good investment, and should not 
::: resistors 'blast' too large a hole in your hobby 
+ inputloutput impedance of fil budget! 
1':: inductors, even smaller than 

The software, called AF-ANALYSER, 
I 

is available on diskette through our 
Readers Service (see page70). AF- 

The measurement system generates 
its test signals with the aid of the l 
FM sound synthesizer chip on the 
sound card. The audio power am- 
plifier, which is also contained on 
the card, allows a peak-to-peak sig- 
nal level of about 750mV to be 
achieved across a load impedance of 
R R. In other words, the system is 
suitable for running checks on loud- 
speakers at  low power levels. The 
fact that you do  not know the ab- I 
solute level of the signal applied 
does not distract from the useful- 
ness of the measurement because it f 
makes no difference for the mea- 
surement principle used (Fig. 5). 

The sound card having a stereo 
A-to-D converter, one channel is 
used as a reference channel which 
receives the generator signal direct- 
ly. The reference channel enables the 
software to accurately measure the 
level and the phase of the generator 
signal. The generator signal is fed 
through the measured object, for in- 
stance, an amplifier or a filter, whose 
output signal is applied to the other 
channel on the sound card. 

The software uses the signals on 
the reference channel and the mea- 
surement channel to compute the 
gain or attenuation caused by the 
measured object, as well as the 
phase shift. The measurement 
makes clever use of the A-to-D con- 
verter and a phase-sensitive rectifi- 
er. A series of individual measure- 
ments is performed in the selected 
frequency range, and the result is 
displayed on the computer screen in 
the form of a plotted graph. 

MINIMUM PC 
R MEN1 
FI 
AF ANALYSER 
PC: 486DX-80 with VGA 

SOL VE 

Sof At-Analy~er oroorarr 
pubiisheo 
Electronic 

The user may view two graphs at a 
time on the monitor. The parameters 
shown by the individual graphs are 
selected via the keyboard. With 
measurements on amplifiers, for ex- 
ample, it is possible to view the ac- 
hlal value and the phase shift of the 
measured gain. Similarly, with im- 
pedance measurements the real and 
the imaginary parts may be dis- 
played separately, or the discrete 
values of an  equivalent RL combi- 
nation. 

ANALYSER (AFA.EXE) is simple to 
install. Once you have verified that 
the diskette you received from us is 
okay, you start by copying all files 
on the diskette into a suitably named 
subdirectory on the hard disk. Next, 
make sure that the SoundBlaster 
card is properly configured (address, 
DMA channel and interrupt - see 
the README.TXT file). 

Start the program from hard disk 
by typing AFA. It will first attempt 
to address the sound card. If that 
fails, an  error report is produced. 
Very likely, your sound card is then 
improperly configured. Next, the 
program attempts to secure addi- 

The measurement parameters are 
easily changed via the keyboard. 
Likewise, the complete bundle of 
settings is readily stored on the hard 
disk. Finally, an on-line help function 
is available, and may be called up  at 
any time to obtain a short descrip- 
tion of each available command. 

tional DMA compatible memory of- 
fered by the operating system. If 

MAIN IFrHNIT - ' that fails as well, another error re- 

DATA port is produced. In some cases, you 
may have to modify your memory 

.::: Frequency range 75 Hz to 20 kH; set-up. The author uses the analyser 
system without problems on an RO- 

-,'? Freely selectabie startlstop freq MHz 486DX with 4 Mbytes RAM. 
r'r Sweep: logarithmic or linear, up 

measurement points Once the initialisation is finished, a 
-r? Marker function for accurate indication picture appears on the monitor, and 

of measured values you are ready to start your first :> On-line help function measurement. Incidentally, the soft- 
:',: Readout in dB, degrees, Q, F. H (auto- ,,,, alters the settings of the mixer 

ranging) parameters used on the sound card. 
-C1- 16 bit theoretical resolution The next important point to con- 
::r Measures gain, phase and frequency centrate on is the wiring between 

response the SoundBlaster card and the mea- 
J: Impedance sured circuit. The connector pinouts 

R: 1 R to 1 M R  and signal functions are shown in 
C: 100 pF to 0.1 F Fig.4. For an initial test, connect the 
L: 50pH to 0. l H SIGN.-OUT (signal output) socket to 

,> Measures eouivaients of two-poles a loudspeaker, and start a sweep by 
f I R+C pressing the 'X' key on  the key- 

board. The loudspeaker will pro- 
duce a signal whose frequency rises. 
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3.5-mm 
jack plug 

16-bit soundcard 
l 

REF. INP. 

MEAS. INP. 

A 

SIGNAL GEN. 

A 

v-- --- -- 
Fig. 4. Plnouts and 
connect ing diagram of  
t h e  SoundBlaster  VE 
16 sound card. and phase response measurements, 

the results of which appear on the 
screen after a while. 

Y O U R  F I R S T  After the measurement, the dis- 
F R E Q U E N C Y  R  E  S  P 0 N  S  E  play shows two graphs as illustrat- 
M E A S U R E M E N T  ed in Fig.7. To enable individual 
As your first measurement object we values to be read off accurately, you 
suggest using an RC bandpass filter as use the + and - keys to manoeuvre 
shown in Fig. 6, connected to the rel- the marker. In this way you capture, 
evant sockets on the SoundBlaster for example,f, at 1,95@Hz, or an at- 
card (Fig.4). The default parameters tenuation of -9.77dB at  the reso- 
used by the measurement software nance point. Both values come very 
are okay for this initial test. All you close to the theoretical ones. 
have to d o  is press the X key (for ex- By pressing the keys correspond- 
ecute). That launches the frequency ing to the letters enclosed in square 

brackets, it is possible to modify the 
relevant parameter in the software. 
That may be necessary at times to 
improve the way new measure- 
ments are matched to given circum- 
stances. 

At this point you are ready to do 
any AF gain andlor phase shift mea- 
surement you like. It should be clear 
by now how the measured object is 
connected to the sound card. I f  nec- 
essary, an attenuator should be used 
to prevent overdriving the mea- 
sured object or the sound card. Cir- 
cuits with a low-impedance output 

l I Soundblaster I 
line input 

measured 
Soundblaster object 

g r a p h i c s  
FM s y n t h e s i s  

c h i p  4- 

--=-P -- .-- 
~ ig .  5 . C i a t i c  rep- 
resentation of t h e  
measur ing principle. 

speakeroutput 1 .  

AF analyser 
software 

t f 
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LIMITS OF THE ment channel. If you look at the attenuation graph above 
the frequency response, it is safe to say that the A-D con- 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE verter is probably overdriven when levels greater than 0 dB 
occur, i.e., when the signal level in the measurement chan- 

MEASUREMENT nel exceeds that in the reference channel. I 
No measurement result makes sense if you neglect, or do not 
know, the limits of the measurement system used. With fre- 
quency response measurements, the practical limits of the AF 
analyser are determined by a number of external conditions, 
each of which has an effect on the accuracy of the measure- 
ment. 
Although sudden irregularities like off-scale peaks in the 
graphical representation of a frequency response curve are 
sufficient warning that a serious measurement fault exists, it is 
still useful to be aware of the main problems you may 
encounter. 

- The first source of trouble may be the FM synthesizer oscilla- 
tor on the sound card. From about 15 kHz, this oscillator 
supplies a triangular waveform instead of a sine-wave. 
This is owing to the fact that the oscillator is of the 'sam- 
pling' type. To keep the resulting error as small as possi- 
ble, certain measures are taken by the software so that 
only the relevant basic frequency of the signal, not any of 
the harmonics, is em~loved  for the measurement. None 

- Special attention should also be given to the input imped- 
ance of the SoundBlaster card. The fact that this input 
does not have a particularly high impedance should be 
taken into account when measuring on high-impedance 
signal sources. If necessary, insert a preamplifier with a 
high input impedance in the measurement channel. 
Obviously, the frequency response of this preamplifier may 
also be checked using the system. 

- A  further limitation to keep in mind is caused by two con- 
tending factors: one the one hand, the 1 6-bit resolution of 
the sound card, and on the other, the high (electrical) 
noise level which exists in a PC. Theoretically, a 16-bit 
converter achieves a signal-to-noise ratio of 95 dB at full 
drive. In a very 'noisy' environment such as a PC, howev- 
er, the present analyser system can measure attenuations 
down to about 70 dB. Not a bad value, mind you, consid- 
ering that better results are almost impossible to obtain 
from simple sound cards. 

the less, results of me'asirements above 15 kHz should be 
taken with a  inch of salt. - The final sources of interference which must be mentioned I 

here are stray capacitance and resistance, whose effect is 
- Second problem: the A-to-D converters must not be over- especially noticeable with impedance measurement on RF 

driven. Many measurements on amplifiers will therefore components. More about this phenomenon in next 
require an attenuator pad to be inserted in the measure- month's concluding instalmen 

- - -  - 

Fig. 6. This simple RC 
bandpass is great for 
your first measure- 

6 
SIGNAL GEN 

ment with the 
analyser I 

(less than about 1OkQ) can be mea- 
sured directly. When a high-imped- 
ance output is used (more than 
10 kQ), impedance matching should 
be ~ r o v i d e d  bv a small nreamnlifi- I 
er w i th  a high-impedance input. I 

Next month's second and last instal- 
ment of this article will guide you '.. . 
through the operation of the AF 7 
analvser software. We also Dresent a 
small add-on box for measurements. 
Don't worry, the box contains only a 
handful of resistors and a switch. To- 
gether with the AF analyser hardware 
and software, this gives you a fairly 
advanced impedance measuring in- 
strument. r9Mas31 

- ~ -  . -  ~ ~ 

~ig.-7. ~esur ts  of a 
frequency 
sweepiphase measure- 
ment on the bandpass 
shown in Fig. 6. 

REF. IN! 
d 

MEAS. INP. 

12 
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underlines on cd-rom
Dear Editor-I was surprised to
note on the CD-ROM with winning
programs of the software compe-
tition that all hyphens in the file
names have been alte red into
underlines.(US: underscores). I
refer in particular to the program-
mable remote control- MiniZap -
to be found in directory NL\21.

The underlining does not pose
a problem as far as the EXE files
and the device drivers are con-
cerned, but when XP-ZAPEXE
(altered into XP_ZAPEXE) is start-
ed, the program looks for ini-tlle
XP-ZAPEXE, which it cannot find
because this is now called
XP_ZAPINI. This means that the
preferred settings of the user can
no longerbe loaded.

lit ls not clear to me why this
alteration was found necessary: I
have never had problems with
hyphens in file name, and it
occurred to me that it would be
useful to other readers to write to
you. Users may note that the prob-
lems can be resolved easily by
renaming the file name XP_ZAPINI
to XP-ZAPINI.

M.M.

Itiere are several CD-ROM tor-
mats; most PCs use the
ISO-9660 standard. In this stan-
dard a number of ASCII symbols
cannot be used in file names
and one of these is tne hyphen.
For the production of Dur
CO-ROMs ISO-9660 is used and
this means that during tbe wtit-
ing 01 the disk all hyphens are
automatically converted into
underlines. It is possible to cir-
cumvent this conversion (and

this is, indeed, often done nowa-
days), but the disk would then
no longer meet the standard. As
you have already correct/y point-
ed out, the remedy is simple:
copy all files to a directory on
the hard disk and replace the
underlines in the file names by
a hyphen. All will then work 'not-
mally' again.

remote control
(April 1989)
Dear Editor-I have been looking
tor the Elektor Electronics issue
which contained a project for a
remote control extension. This ls
for use to control a VCR or TV
receiver from a room adjacent to
the one where the equipment is
located.

Thisproject appeared in DurApril
1989 issue (p. 31). Since this IS
obso/escent, a new design for
such an extension will be pub-
lished in a luture issue of this
magazine.

motor controller
(February 1997)
Dear Editor-Your February 1997
issue contains an article describ-
ing a 'Motor controller for AlC
rnodels'.

The data for this circuit state
that the controller ls suitable for
operation from supply voltages of
6-10 V. My question is: can the
controller be used with a 12 V sup-
ply or do I have to alter a few corn-
ponents?

60

No problem: the controller can
work lrom 12 V Theprocessor,
ICI, operates from a regulated
+5 Vline, irrespective 01 the
input supply voltage. Neverthe-
less, we recommend an
absolute limit 01 15 V What is
more important, however, is the
current drawn by the motor: this
must not exceed 40 A to ensure
that the ratings of the MOSFETs
are not exceeded.

magnetic Iield meter
(January 1997)
Dear Editor-When I connect the
'Magnetic-field meter' to my corn-
puter and start the associated pro-
gram, I get the message when
using DOS: 'interface not found';
when I use Windows the program
does not start at all. I nave care-
fully checked the completed board
but cannot find anything wrong.

C.S.

P.H.

We have checked your board
with several of Dur computers
and have experienced no prob-
lems: all worked weil. It is prob-
able that the problem lies in the
printer connection of your com-
puter In modern computers, a
choice may be made in the BIOS
between standard mode, EPP
mode and ECP mode lor the
printer port. In many mother
boards the standard setting is
EPP+ECP.When in that case the
ECP or the EPP+ECP mode is
selected, the circuit does not
work. You will therefore have to
check the BIOS settings and
make sure that the EPPmode tot
the printer port is selected.

P.K.

pe sound card as
af analyser
(March 1996)
Dear Editor- The 'PC soundcard
as AF analyser' uses the sound
card present in the computer. To
what degree does the quality of
this card affect the test results?

I nave a simple, inexpensive
soundcard and have been advised
that the output of this card con-
tains steep-skirted filters to sup-
press any interference causes by
the PC power supply or the card
itse~.This ls mantestsd by the fact
that when I use a tone generator
program the peak values of the
high-frequency signals start drop-
ping from about 6 kHz. Are such
@ers also used on a card like the

Soundblaster 16?
On asking several dealers !rad-

ing in such cards, I could not get
the right information because the
specifications supplied with the
card do not include this. Cards
from Terradec, I understand, are
superior as regards the audio
specification to S816 cards from
Creative Labs. Can you give me
any advice as to which to obtain?

The second question I have ls:
what can be done to suppress
interference and nolse signals
inside me computer? For instance,
does whole or partial screening of
the soundcard make sense?

J.W.

There are, indeed, appreciable
dillerences in quality between
the various soundcards on the
market. Inexpensive soundcards
olten have a poor Irequency
response which rolls oll very
steeply at both sides 01 the
band. If reliable measurements
are to be carried out, the sound-
card used must have a wide, lin-
ear Irequency response and, il
at all allordable, low distortion.
We cannot advise on which to
bur, but suggest that you glean
the tests on soundcards that are
carried out lrom time to time by
various computer magazines.

Soundblaster cards are gen-
erally 01good to very good qual-
ity and, therelore, normally a
good buy. What is important
when such a card is used in
combination with test software
is the protocol by which the card
provides its drive power Many
Soundblaster-compatible cards
simulate (in DOS) an old 8-bit
Soundblaster card. Testsoltware
running under DOS that require
16-bit precision cannot cope
with that. So, make sure that you
use a genuine Soundblaster card
(or an DEMproduct with a Vibra
chip).

Screening tne card is a good
means 01 excluding external
stray interlerence and noise. It
does not reduce such interler-
ence on the supply lines, how-
ever These can only be avoided
by locating the card outside the
computer and give it its own
power supply.
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electronics on-line 
--a 

design engineers at Harris l ) e  . l ~  ."' . . . -.: ........... Semiconductor. p -- - P- - 

A totallv different Tnternet site 'L.. . 
is the one from HiTools Inc., 
who are also based in the 
USA. HiTools are suppliers ,,,' . "..,,".....'..~l.'.". ......................... b .  .....l>.. .......... F.d" .. .........,... " ..-,-,, ".." -.. and mzlnufacturers of micro- :. : : .............. ....-..-....... ............. ",-..~-.?.. . .  

............ processor development sys- 
terns. The www pages found 
at httpJ/www.hitex.com bring 
you, among others, lots of 
demo software like an R051 
and an 80166 simulator. A 
highly interesting option of- 
fered by these pages is the 
link to the so-called Chip Di- 
rectory, which enables you to 
trace the function and origins 
of unknown components. 
The actual search operation is 
quite simple 1s all you have to 
d o  is enter the type number 
of an unknown IC, and the 
program does the rest. If 
available in the database, the 
information appears on your 
screen after a short while. 

Anyone who is actively involved 
in electronics and with access to 

the lnternet may use his or her 
PC to gather information about 

components, technical software 
H I  r 

~ i t r x  Il<vntc Page 
N.,T,,, ,,,W.,*" ,.., , , ,  ,. , ,L,-c-.h~* 
,.WS, ," ..-.....--.. +. *... -.d.".-,."",. ....... and other interesting products. 

Via the PC you have almost 
instant access to information 
source which are 'hot', up to 

date and of a staggering size. 
From time to time, however, the A summary of the information 

at this www site may be 
found on the Dmrlo~mn~er~t 
Tmls CD-ROM. This CD-ROM 
contains a number of HTML 
(HwerText Mark-up Lan- 

average lnternet user has a 
problem finding exactly those 
'sites' which have interesting 

information. This page in EleMor 
. . .  +* c . ' .  wage)  files which a v e  the ..:. I I . . . . .  .. 
user information on 

1, %UAA.,", , ,W.  

4.000chips and 150manufac- ,.,*,, ,.,,,,, ,,,,.-AL-- 
turers. The CD-ROM also con- 

;,,,~2.,a ~- 
tains an 8051 and an 80166 '., 

Electronics is a new regular fea- 
tlrre in the magazine, intended to 

inform you about lnternet sites 
that hold on-line information 

simulator, an 80166 debugger 
and text versions of compilers. T"*"-""-" "- 7 7 

which is of interest to electronics A list of Freqr~e~itly Ask~d Qiles- 
t i o ~ ~ s  (FA051 about the 8fl51. k enthusiasts like you. 

This month wc kick off by presenting 
the www (wnrl~i-wide web) pages from 
Ili t ,  USA-based semiconductor manu- 
t.?chlrer Harri5 Semiconductor. The ad- 
dress http://ww.semi.harris.com 
s l c ~ k ~  a wealth of t ~ h n i c a l  literature in 
t11c iornl of extensive datasheets on 
components. It is also possible to down- 
load related softu-are, and the site con- 
tain< information about recently re- 
lea.ied and about-to-be-released Harris 
ccrmpon~ntc. In practice, lhis informa- 
tinn is much more up-to-date than the 
ordin,ir!. databooks published by Har- 
ris. Furthermore, the www site allows 
v011 to nrbmit technical queries to the 

. - .  
MHCIl and mkfamilies may 
help to reduce the complexi- 
ty of developing applications 
for these nrncessors. A? a mat- I .-...... .......................................................................... i ! 

- ". ... . . . . . . . .  
-P - -- 

r,i,e, ,. - 

::,7s'a,,,;-:yy ,,*, ,, -~,  , ~ -  '""" 
- 'I '  

m-,".." --" .....-. ,.,b".s, .. -,,>., l l 
........................... " .................... 

ter of course, the Ckip Dirrcto- . . ~ L - L .  . ..X*..d,,. 
n1 is also included on the CD- ,. .- ... .... ""....-.-.- . .. .... ,-U .... -0-L ROM. Althoueh the CD con- '-.--'a'' l )I ., 
tains an HTML browser. man" 

1' ' " 

users will prefer their own .... . l m..., .,-. web browser like Netsca~e. r - C . . , -  <.  1 'l,... . , 
Mosaic or lnternet Explorer. l. Fortunately, that is possible! F-'-" - * ' " " ' " -  

The author of Clrip Dirrrl~iry is Jaap \ ~ i n  
Ganswijk who can he contacted at In- i ~ l i i , l i i  e ;i,vi~ ;ilc, i~ i ! i i I i  otl!,,~ natl,,r-. (11 t1i.k- 

tor EIectro,?!c-5 ~l,,l,,I<i k,,,,?,, "l?,,,,t? Lrt ,,S Box 3215' NL- krnnc f l~ r  im,?rc~~~d URL l?, teI?~~Iion~, f n .  or 
2601 DE Delft. The Netherlands, tel.L c-w~ail ~~Ickt~rri~fi~ c,~ro,wt.nl). If t11c  sit^ is ill- 
(+31) 15 2132638. fax (+31) l5  21.10211. deed sW.cd n~rd i~~trrcctirr,~, r~r'll inr t  it in the 
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ADVANCED STOCK CONTROL AND KITTING PROGRAM 
For the first time in a market 
dominated by large expnsive ac- 
counts-oriented packages, Num- 
ber One Systems have launched 
Stockit, a simple uncomplicated 
stockconh.ol program for the real 
world. 
Drawing on the explience of en- 

production plan is adopted. The 
ahilip to handle fractional quan- 
tities allows cable lengths, con- 
sumable~ and labour to be in- 
cludpd in the calculations. Stack- 
it even prints enquiry sheets to 
be sent to suppliers for quota- 
tions. 

try in mind, Stockit is equally ap- 
plicable to batch manufacture in Number One Systems, U 
many other indushies. Harding Way, Somersham 
Priced at iust f145.00, Stockit is Road, St. Ives, Huntingdon, 
far easier to use 1s and cheaper Cambs PE17 4WR. Tel. 
1s than many accounts-based (01480) 461778, faX (01480) 
stock control programs intended 494042. 
for large-scalr manufacture. 

. 
electronic CAD programs. Stock- 
i t  is designed to help smaller 
manufacturem and R&D depart- 
ments with the day-to-day prob- 
lems of managing stock 
Stockit is specifically tailored for 
a <mall to medium sired pradur- 
tion or development environ- 
ment - i t  i4 not an adaptation of 
a program originally aimed at 
large-scale manufacturers, ar- 
countants or retailers. 
Stockit holds complete records of 
parts lists, stork levels and com- 
ponent suppliers, automatically 
allocating stock whm a new p r n  
duction batch is requipd. A valu- 
able trial kitting facility allows 
different production scenarios to 
be evaluated before a definitive 

ing ~yrtemcgraduall~. 
one assembly at a 
time. The benefits of 
Stockit can be rea1ist.d 
quickly without wait- 
ing for every single 
part to he entered. 
By maintaining an  
up-to-date cost for 
each part, Stackit 
makes i t  simple to de- 
termine product man- 
ufacturing C05t5  and 
order values. Stackit 
can calculate n cur- 
rent stack valuation 
in a matter of sec- 
onds. 
While designed with 
the elechonics indus- 

DOUBLE-SPEED CD-ROM DOUBLES AS PERSONAL AUDIO CD PLAYER 
Portable Add-ons recently inho- 
duced the launch of CD-Mobile, 
an external doublc-speed CD- 
ROM drive and Type-I1 PC Card 
Interface designed for notebook 
computers. With four unique 
pawer options (computer, mains. 
standard, or rechargeable A4 bat- 
teries) the CD Mobile gives total 
flexibility of USE Since the 
CD-Mobile can be batt~ry-pow- 
ered, it can be used anywhere, 
making it a huly portable solu- 
tion. 
At a retail price of £299, CD-M* 
bile is an  inexpensive way of 
adding CD-ROM functionality to 
existing notehroks. The few note- 
books with a CD-ROM drive 
built-in tend to be prohibitively 
eqwnsive for most urn. Sincean 
internal drive always draws cur- 
rent, i t  will place a load on the 
machine's battery; in addition, a 
built-in CD-ROM drive adds to n 
notebook's bulk As the C D M n  
bile is a separate unit it can be un- 
plugged and the PC Card Inter- 
face removed when not in use, rr- 
dudng both power consumption 
and weight. The CD-Mobile can 

ysily be shared amongst a p u p  
of useE. The IDE-based interface 
is, as with all good PC Cards, fully 
host-swappable. 
The CD-Mobile's CD-ROM drive 
is htlly MPCZ compliant. I t  also 
supports Video-CD and CD-i in 
addition to CD-ROM modes-l 
and 2, audio CDs, multi-session 
Photo-CD, and CD-XA. 
The beautifully styled CD-Mo- 
bile has a full control panel and a 
multi-function LCD screen. The 
unit can be used as a superh- 
quality personal CD player, al- 
lowing you to listen to your 
favourite album while compiling 
a spread-sheet on the hain. The 
CD-Mobile may also he used 
with recent in-car stereo systems 
that feature a line input, or any 
cassettelradio if a commonly 
available adaptor is used. 

Portable Add-Ons (UK) Ltd., 4 
Surrey Technology Centre, 
40 Occam Road, Guildford 
GU2 5YH. Tel. (01483) 
440777, fax (01483) 452304, 
e-mail: 
cbrooks@portable.co.uk. 
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New Books 
Battery Reference Book 
2nd Edition 
by T.R. Crompton 
ISBN 0 7506 2567 8 
Price E 50.00 
This second edition of a very useful refer- 
ence book is now in paperback and costs 
less than half the original hardback issue. 

As before, the book guides the reader 
through the subiect in a logical sequence 
and covers electrochemical theory as it 
applies to batteries: battery selection: 
theory, design, electrical and perfor- 
mance characteristics: applications of 
various types of battery: theory nd prac- 
tice of battery charging. The book pro- 
vides comprehensive information from 
battery manufacturers about the perfor- 
mance characteristics of the batteries 
they supply. There are a number of useful 
appendices, including a glossary, bibliog- 
raphy and details on battery standards. 

Like its predecessor, battery 
Reference Book should prove a godsend 
for designers of all types of battery-oper- 
ated equipment, battery manufacturers, 
and electrical and electronics engineers 
and technicians whose use batteries in 
their work. It should also prove useful to 
research organizations. 

Electronics for Student Engineers 
by Bruce Newby 
ISBN 0 7506 2144 3 
Price E 12-99 paperback 
For many 'non-electrical' engineering stu- 
dents. electronics and electrical princi- 
ples can be difficult to grasp. Also, most 
engineering students coming new to the 
subiect need a clear introduction to elec- 
tronics which will help them master the 
key concepts at the outset of their stud- 
ies. 

This book will provide an introduction 
to electronics and electrical principles 
suited to a wide range of courses, includ- 
ing GNVQ Engineering (Intermediate and 
Advanced). BTEC National, HNC General 
Engineering, and BTECICity and Guilds 
electrical and electronic craft and techni- 
cian courses, including NVQs. 

These Bunerworth-Heinemann books 
are available from Reed Book Ser- 
vices, P 0 Box 5, Rushden NNlO 9YX. 

Wireless for the Warrior - Volume 1 
by Louis Meulstee 
ISBN 1898 805 08 3 
Price E 27-50 paperback 
This is the first volume in a projected 

series of book - subtitled 'A technical his- 
tory of Radio Communication Equipment 
in the British Army' w h i c h  it is planned 
will eventually cover transmitters and 
receivers from the First World War up to 
the 'Larkspur' system. 

Louis Meulstee is well known to col- 
lectors of historic military radio equipment 
world-wide. having written more than a 
hundred magazine articles. He is widely 
respected for the depth and thorough- 
ness of his research. 

Volume t of Wireless for the Warrior is 
devoted to Wireless Sets No. 1 to No. 88. 
and contains over 150 photographs. 320 
drawings and 130 tables. It is based on 
more than fifteen years of research in a 
number of official and private archives in 
the UK and elsewhere. 
An explanation of the Various Type 
Nomenclature systems used for army 
radio equipment from W I  to the present 
day is followed by descriptions of the sets 
themselves. The aim in each case has 
been to describe the history, technical 
details and the aerials and accessories 

used with each set, together with spares 
schedules. Where the set was used in 
more than one application a s  mobile or 
ground station. for example - details of 
the variations are described.. 

The descriptions of the sets are fol- 
lowed by a series of appendices: 
Glossary of Terms; Condensed Data of 
Equipment; Accessories List: Army 
Valves Designation and Equivalents; 
Table of Frequency coverage. 

In his foreword to the book. Dr P J 
Thwaites, Deputy Director of the Royal 
Signals Museum at Blandford. Dorset, 
has welcomed it as forming a valuable 
reference source for all those interested 
in historical military radios. 

he book is published by G C Arnold 
Partners, who also publish Bygones and 
Morsum Magnificaf magazines, as well as 
a number of other books for the vintage 
radio and telegraphy enthusiasts. 
G C Arnold Partners, 9 Wetherby Close. 
Broadstone, Dorset. England BHl8 8JB. 
Phonelfax 01202 658 474. 

The natural equation solving and graphing tool 
MathPlus , a software program pro- 
duced by Waterloo Maple of Canada 
and available from Robinson 
Marshall, is a teaching and learning 
mathematical tool for secondary 
school, college and university educa- 
tion. It also has many extensive uses 
in the industrial arena and particular 
attention to engineering fields with its 
graphical capabilities and array of 
mathematical functions. 

MathPlus is available for Windows 
and NT, and Macintosh and Power- 
Mac It will also soon be available on 
Unix systems and the CO ROM for- 
mat. It is an improved version of 
Theorist, a computer-algebra pack- 
age that has been available for the 
Macintosh for several years. It differs 
from packages such as MathType in 
that it is primarily a teaching aid. 

MathPlus enables the user to 
manipulate equations, perform sub- 
stitutions, expand expressions, and 
carry out a number of other functions. 
In addition, there is a wealth of 
graphing options, including three- 
dimensional plotting and animation. 
which is very easy to set up. 

All expressions are displayed 

mathematically in standard math 
notation. All results are indented in 
the MathPlus built-in outliner in such 
a way that the succession of ideas is 
immediately apparent to the user. It 
also allows the user to select sec- 
tions of an equation, clicking and 
dragging only desired sections for 
further manipulation. Intermediate 
answers are displayed as expres- 
sions which can subsequently be 
used again in later derivations. 

There are no programming lan- 
guages to learn and no syntax errors 
to puule with. MathPlus is intuitive 
from the beginning. 

If you are looking for a software 
package for teaching or learning 
mathematics. MafhPlus is for you. 

MathPlus is available from 
Robinson Marshall (Europe) PLC, at a 
single user price of f 199 excl. VAT 
and UK postage at f 5-99. This 
includes free unlimited technical sup- 
port. There is a secondary school 
unlimited slte licence at f 995. 
Nadella Building, Progress Close. 
Leofric Business Park, Coventry, 
Great Britain CV3 2TF. 
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dish is often com- 
pared to finding a 

~eedle in a haystack. 
Although the coarse 
setting of the dish is 
fairly easy to find by 
looking at the direc- 

i ion of nearby dishes 
i the street, you may 
?ed a lot of watience, 

dli 

ppear. 
len 

aaari 

to and from the 
TV room before 

"" 
fac 

or 'da 
balcor 
-em+ rl 

does 
need tl 

:t that 1 
~g on a 
ngling' 
iy. The 

away v 
o actu: 

IOU are 
laddel 
from E 

! instru. 
\A Lnrr 

I IGI l 1  UC>L.l IUGU I IGl t! 
simply connected to 
the LNC outwut, and 

vith the 
ally see 

the received picture. 
All you have to do is 
latch the needle of a 

moving-coil meter, 
and peak the dish 

adjustments for the 
highest reading. 

3attery-powered and 
portable! 

. . 
'-5.- - 

s I g n 
and con3tructlon have 

brought satelhte TV recephon to the 
Despite the ad- 

vice given by dish installers to 
seek professional help when it comes 
to mounting and adjusting the 'out- 
door parts' of your newly purchased 
satellite TV kit, it is great fun, and in- 
structive, too, to tackle the matter 
yourself. The dishes for today's most 
popular TV satellites, Eutelsat and 
Asha, have a diameter between 50 and 
ROcm, and are relatively easy to in- 
stall yourself. In the past, dishes 
were much larger and, consequent- 
ly, much more difficult to erect and 

masses because they have allowed 
dished to become smaller for the 
same quality of reception. 

T H E  V A R I A B L E S  
Getting tuned to those exciting satel- 
lite TV channels is all a matter of elim- 
inating unknown variables. To prove 
the general concept that 0.1% infor- 
mation is 'somewhere', hidden in 
99.9% noise, let's draw u p  a (worst- 
case) list of things we do not know 
when we unpack the box. 

d &int at the satellite. The techno- Q I .  Receiver tuning: you may be at m logical advances made in LNC de- 'any' frequency between 950MHz 
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and 2,000 MHz, or at 'any' of u p  to ' Fig. 1. k sate!- ,.., 250 channels. lite TV dish has 
02 .  LNC oolarization: this mav hor- M O  angles to 

(a) h* ELEVATION 

A,,, 

tel! 
Q4 
v01 
set 
VOI 

the 
n; 

- ~ ~~ ~ ~ 

izontal, vertical, left-hand or;ight- Set: 
hand circular. (horizontal 

plane) and ele- Q3. LNC band selection: you don't vation (vertical 
',-ow in which hand you are (Eu- plane). 

jatlAstraiAstra-1DiDBSTreIecom). 
. Re-modulator tuning: what are 
u actually receiving on your TV 

i~ is not a problem if 
a SCART link between 

H I T T I N G  t n~ i  tlie TV 
,... uL8>ition. horizontal olane T  H  E  B E A  M 

? Note: th 
1 are using 
! receiver a 
n:..,. 

'azimuth'): the theoretical range is 
80" 
)b. Diqh position, vertical ('eleva- 
,io n'): thr* tlic 

.., S,.- L,,... No,,, , , l , > ,  ,,.,?,, p.r,,v < l 1 l l l l l l l l l ~ .  . 1 0 ,  

let's elim~natv tlic variables one bv 
In?. Thc fint  thrcc point-. ,ire ea5ily 
ulvcd by conrulting ~atellitc rh.ln- 
irl overviews whicli are publiched 

monthly by : magazines 
sucli as Wlint td matching 
the informati~ ith that pre- 
sented in the . ~ , ~ . , ~ a l  that came 
with your receiver. 

;pecialized 
Sntrl/itc, ar 
In given w 

' AI.  Most receivers theac LvclLc 

>re-tuned-ht-AWa, Eutrlsat and 
HotB~rd channel,. If not, make sure 
you uncierqtdnd tilt) tunin? \vstcm. 

cIiIc~~l,itt. tlie ~- t , c i , l \ i , r  tuning 
frequency. 
AZ. Make sure you know the polar- 
ization of the station ('transponder') 
you wish to receive. 
A3. The same for the LNC band se- 
lection. 
A4. Switch the satellite TV receiver 
off and on to make sure you have 
the receiver's output signal (noise, 
probably) on your TV screen. Note 
that FM noise (as supplied by the re- 
ceiver) is a little coarser or 'grainier' 
than AM noise which is normally 
produced by your TV set. l A5 and A6. These two variables are 
part and parcel of the outdoor unit, at 
least, if you have a fixed-dish system. 
Adjusting a motorized dish with a 
polar-mount actuator is best left to the 
professional installer. Like the LNC 
band selection, the tuning frequency 
and the polarization, the angles for 
azimuth and elevation for your loca- 
tion (Fig.1) may be found in pub- 
lished tables. In the UK, the elevation 
will be between 22" in the far North 
and about 30" in the South. There are 
also excellent computer programs 
around which d o  perfect adel calcu- 
lations for any location on the globe. 

Assuming that your I 
receiver and TV are 
set properly, a big 
problem still exists 
in the fact that you can't see the TV 
screen from where you are on the 
roof or balcony. So you need a helper 
andfor a pair of wallue-talkies. If nei- 
ther is available, the only solution is 
to drag the TV screen within sight. 
Apart from the obvious problems 
and perils caused by hauling even a 
portable TV set and a compact sat re- 
ceiver on to the roof, this solution 
will not necessarily give the best re- 
sults. 

When you first hit upon the beam 
transmitted by the satellite, the effect 
on the TV screen is very sudden and 
switch-like, quite unlike the more 
gradual effect you may be accustomed 
to from tuning to terrestrial television 
stations. The suddenness is caused by 
two factors: (1) the use of FM modula- 
tion and (2) the small pointing angle of 
the dish. Once the signal strength ex- 
ceeds the so-called FM detection 
threshold, the TV signal changes sud- 
denly from almost invisible to crisp 
and clear. The same with the dish 
angle: change it a little and you lose 
the picture almost instantly, although 
some 'sparklies' may appear if the sig- 
nal strength is just above the threshold 
(7 to 9 dB SN). Unfortunately, the fact 
that the picture is free from sparklies 
does not mean that you have hit upon 
the right dish position. You may be- 
come painfully aware of this during 
heaw rain or snowfall, when sparklies 
appear, and it's not Star Trek or the lat- 
est computer animation on the screen! 

S I G N A L  S T R E N G T H  
Although the quality of the received 
picture is fine for an initial adjustment 
of the dish, you should not miss out 
on those few extra dBs which are nec- 
essary to prevent sparklies under ad- 
verse weather conditions. The only 
way to squeeze out these dBs from the 

system is to judge the signal strength 
with a dedicated meter rather than the 
TV set or m o ~ t 0 l  Peaking the dish ad- 
justments for the highest signal 
strength as indicated by a meter will 
give you the best possible reception, 
and some headroom in case of adverse 
weather conditions. Some satellite TV 
receivers do offer a signal strength 
meter function, but it is difficult to use 
in most cases, being aimed at the pro- 
fessional installer. Alternatively, the sig- 
nal shength may be indicated by an 
on-screen horizontal bar, accessible 
through the setup menu. Unfortu- 
nately, that's fancy stuff, and not much 
use either if you can't see the TV 
screen from the roof! 

A L L  I N  H A N D  
The present instrument consists basi- 
cally of a two-stage high-gain amplifi- 
er and a signal rectifier. The input of 
the amplifier is connected to the LNC 
via a short length of coax cable. The 
signal strength is indicated on a classic 
moving coil meter. 

The circuit diagram of the Satel- 
lite Finder is shown in Fig.1. Let's 
first look at the power supply. The 
circuit and the LNC are powered by 
a pack of four series-connected 4.5- 
volt batteries. The 18-V battery volt- 
age is fed to the LNC via switches 
S1, S2 and choke L1. Most, i f  not all, 
currently available LNCs are capa- 
ble of operating a t  18V Whether 
that voltage selects horizontal, ver- 
tical, right-hand or left-hand circu- 
lar polarization in the LNC is large- 
ly immaterial because most satellites 
transmit enough signals in one po- 
larisation plane for the tester to de- 
tect and respond to. Do make sure, 
however, that the LNC receives the 
desired band at 18V. Note that 
switch S1 must remain closed in the 
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of the Satellite Finder. 
- - - - - - - - - - - m - -  - - - - - m The crucial elements 

I are iwo MAR8 drop-in 
gigahertz amplifier /CS 
from MCL. 

I B U I L D I N G  I T  
I The Satellite Finder is best built on a 
I small printed circuit board of which 
I the design is shown in Fig. 3. Because 
I the board is not available ready- 

made through the Readers services, 
I you will have to make it yourself, or 
I have it made. The board is double- 
; sided, but not through-plated. The 

,, I top side of the board acts as a 
ground plane. 

It's a wonderful fact that this cir- 
I cuit has no adjustable indrictors or  

I esoteric parts to contend with, al- 
I though it operates in the gigahertz 
I frequency range. The only inductor 
I in the circuit is a small choke, L1, 

which consists of three turns of 0.3- 
*.a( ,.X, 

*iI.,*" 
mm dia (30SWG) enamelled copper 

*.i.hT.* .,, wire (e.c.w.) through a 3-mm long 
*WO(, ere ferrite bead - see Fig.4. The only 

(rare) case of an LNB which is not 
powered via its coax output. 

The battery pack voltage also ar- 
rives at the input of a voltage regu- 
lator, IC3, which supplies a stable 
12-V rail for the amplifier blocks, IC1 
and IC2, and the logarithmic meter 
dr~ver, T1. Current consumption of 
the circuit is only about 75 mA. De- 
pending on its make, the LNC may 
draw anything between 100 mA and 
500 mA. An LED, D2, is used as an  
odof f  indicator on the instrument. 

The output spectrum of most 
LNCs extends from 800MHz to 
about 2,000MHz. The signal levels 
are  generally high, given that most 
LNCs have a c o n v ~ r d o n  gain in ex- 
cess of 60dB. That is still not 
enough, however, to enable a simple 
(passive) rectifier to be used in com- 
bination with a moving-coil meter. 
Hence, more gain is required, for 
which IC1 and IC2 are responsible. 
Each of the type MAR8 monolithic 
drop-in amplifiers supplies a solid 15 
to 20 dB of gain. The MARS are cas- 
caded, and operated at their typical 
supply voltage of about 7 V, which is 
applied via series resistors R5 and 
R6. Note that the supply voltage of 
IC1 is adjustable with pot PI. That is 
done to enable the gain of the first 

amplifier to be reduced within a rea- 
sonable range to prevent overload- 
ing of the meter circuit. 

It should be noted that the MAR-8, 
unlike its family members, has an 
input and output impedance which 
is higher than 5052. The actual value 
depends on the frequency. Fortu- 
nately, that is not a problem here be- 
cause of the high signal levels, and 
because the there is plenty of gain 
to compensate small mismatches. 
Low noise is not a point, either! 
More on MAR amplifiers may be 
found in the inset and in the Refer- 
ence a t  the end of this article. 

The rectifier is formed by a Schot- 
tky diode, D1. If difficult to obtain, 
the HP2800 may be replaced by a 
lower-spec type such as the BAT82. 

The meter driver is conventional 
and based on a FET (T1) which en- 
sures a partly logarithmic meter re- 
sponse. The meter is nulled with pot 
P2. Absolute readings are not in 
order, so a scale is not really neces- 
sary on the meter. All we are after is 
a well-defined peak in the meter 
reading, and that's exactly what the 
circuit will give you, provided you 
are able to point the dish at the satel- 
lite. 

'problem' with the MARS is that 
they are, well, tiny! 

The MARS are fitted at the under- 
side of the board. Check the orienta- 
tion: the dot on the device marks the 
RF inpu t  The two electrolytic capac- 
itors, C1 and C15, are mounted about 
2 mm above the board surface to en- 
able their negative terminals to be 
soldered to the copper ground plane 
at the top side of the board. 

For proper screening, the com- 
pleted board must be fitted in a 
small metal case. The case is best 
made from a 30-mm wide strip of tin 
plate which is bent around the board 
edges (see photographs). Do not sol- 
der the seam before you have deter- 
mined the position of the 
feedthrough capacitors which are fit- 
ted in one of the side panels. The 
solder eye of the feedthrough ca- 
pacitor should be at the outside of 
the case. The collar is soldered all 
around to the side panel using a 
medium-power sodlering iron. De- 
pending on what you have avail- 
able, the RF input socket, K1, is ei- 
ther a 'BNC' (flange) type or an 'F' 
socket. Although the latter is cheap- 
er, it may be more difficult to get 
hold of. It is also less suitable for fre- 
quent connection and disconnection, 
so we really recommend using a 
BNC socket. You will also need to 
make a short coax cable to connect 
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the tester to the LNC. This cable has
an F plug at the LNC side, and a
BNC plug at the side of the tester.
The flange of the BNC socket is ei-
ther soldered or screwed to the tin-
plate panel, and the centre pin is
soldered directly on to the RF input
pad on the board. If necessary, re-
move the PTFE collar around the
centre pin with a sharp knife.
The completed tin-plate ca se is

built into a diecast enclosure (which
mayaiso contain the battery pack).
The front panel holds the moving-
coil meter, the two LEDs and the
controls (two pots and two switch-
es). The controls are connected to
the respective feed through capaci-
tors via short wires. If an external
battery pack is used, it is connected
to the tester via a low-voltage d.c.
adaptor plug and socket.

PRACTICAL USE
Easy, as far as the tester is con-
cerned! Connect the tester to the
LNC with the horne-made cable.
Flick the two switches, the LED
should light. The meter may show
some indication already. Check that
the indication va ries if you turn pot
PI. Null the meter by turning pot P2
with the LNC switched off (51).
The meter needle will show a

marked peak if you hit upon the
satellite beam. Once you have found
the initial dish position, reduce the

,--------------

gain by turning P2, and then adjust
the dish again. In this way, you will
be able to obtain the best possible re-
sults from your outdoor unit. (960041)

Reference:
'Using the MAR-x series of very wide-
band monolithic microwave integrat-
ed circuits (MMICs)', by]oseph Carr.
Elektor Electronics October 1992.

Fig. 4. A close look at
the prototype of the
satellite finder. Notice
the feedthrough
capacitors and the
small ferrite bead.
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Fig. 3. Printed circuit
board design (board
not available ready-
made through the
Readers Services).

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
R1,R5,R6 = 150Q
R2 = 10Q
R3,R4 = 330Q
R7 = 4kQ7
R8 = 1MQ
R9 = 470Q
R10 = 1k
R11 = 2kQ2
R12 = 820Q
P1 = 470Q potentiometer
P2 = 1kQ potentiometer

Capacitors:
C1 = 1OO,uF25V radial
C2-C6,C16,C17 = feedthrough
capacitor 1nF
C11,C12,C18 = 1nF
C7 = 10pF
C8,C9,C10 = 3pF3
C13 = 100nF
C14 = 10nF
C15 = 22,uF 25V radial
C19 = 2pF2

Inductor:
L1 = 3 turns O.3mm dia. e.c.w. on
3mm ferrite bead
Semiconductors:
01 = HP2800 or other RF schottky
diode (e.g. BAT82)
02 = LEO
T1 = BF245B
IC1,IC2 = MAR8 (Mini Circuits
Laboratories)
IC3 = 7812

Miscellaneous:
K1 = antenna socket (with flange)
(see text)

S1,S2 = on/oft switch.
BT1 = four 4.5V batteries
M1 = moving coil meter, 1mA f.s.d.
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vertlsement.

Advertisemenls will be placed in the order
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Elektor Electronics (Publishing) reserve
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WANTED: Fairchild UA726 dual tranststors: Sadi
024A ics: A0533, A0534, AD532, SSM20SO. Write
to K Singh, 89 Fountain Road, Birmingham Bl7
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FOR SALE: AOS pen plotter, HP compatible; excel-
lent condition, little used, still boxed, f1750 o.n.o.
Phone 01654 781 335.

FOR SALE: Microchip PICstart 16BI dveloprnent
system, complete. f80 (half price). Phone
01202518665.

WANTED: Silicon Systems SS1263A speech chlp.
Please phone 002711 881 0802 (SA - office hours
er write to Lood Strydom, P 0 Box 1632, Paulshof
2056, South Africa.

FOR SALE: 465 Tektronix oscüloscope, dual trace.

sweep delay, with manual, f.25Q. Phone
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readers. Ta these readers a
warning: be very careful when
heating tne board-mind your
fingers: use kitchen tongs-and
consider the fire risk. Without
having tried this method our-
selves, it nevertheless appears
to be an excellent and simple
way 01producing boards.
Readers should also note

that print layouts 01projects in
ttie 1995 issues 01 this maga-
zine - even those not available
readymade - may be taken fram
the CO-ROM that will soon
become available. [Editor]
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WANTED: Sage Audio Supermos 2 amp
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FüR SALE: 200 5,\4in double density disks,

Corrections and Updates
Satellite Finder

(March 1996, p, 52-55)Digital VU Meter - Part 2
(May 1995)

overlay of the component lay-
out: this is now given below.
We apologize for any inconve-
nlence this error may have
caused.The illustratton of the PCB in

Figure 3 of this arttele (page 57)
contains an error: the lowest
part of the figure is not the

In the circuit diagram.
Hgure 2, the + and - con-
nections of the moving-coil
meter; Ml, should be trans- I /

posed. (9600n-L) L/
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Pin Connection .,,,. 
The TDA7330 is an RDS (Radio Data System) 
demodulator. The IC includes a 57-kHz switched 
capacitor input band pass filter, a bit rate clock 
recovery circuit, DSB demodulator circuit, bi- 
phase PSK decoder, differential decoding cir- 

Operating Temperature Range: -40 to +85"C 

o High-performance, stable 57-kHz filter 
o Adjustment-free filter, 

no external components 
e RDS demodulation 

without external components 
o ARI output (SO indication) 
o RDS signal quality output 
Q 4.332-MHz quartz crystal oscillator 

(8.8664-MHz optional) 
o Low-noise mixed bipolarICMOS technology 

sed to VCC = Test mo 
set npul for testing (act 
- -P- 

( RF Amplifiers q l i ~ ~ ? . ~  
MAR-X p L ~ - ~ ~ p [ ~ ~ ) ~ @ [ 7 ~ ~  

~ ~ 

RF and Video DATASHEET 03/96 I RF Amplifiers 
Manufacturer: Mini-Circuits 

IMinilCircuits 
The MAR-cascadabie amplifier series is a family 
of sillcon bipolar monolithic integrated circuits 
fabricated wlth nitride seif-alignment, ion impian- 
tation for precise control of doping and passivi- 
sation to achieve high reliability. These devices, 
priced from below one dollar in volume quantity. 
exhibit excellent unit-to-unit uniformity and are 
ideally suited as 50-ohm amplifier building 
blocks. The MAR devices are simple to use if 
the proper board layout is used, along with 
proper grounding, biasing and steps to minimize 
parasitics. 

Case: 
m*,.. 

* 
-.,YNn mm--, 
3 a n m a r  .m,* ,:, 
r munm,  :: y; 

7 5  

Mini Circuits. PO. Box 350166, Brookiyn. New 
York 11 235-003. 

Applications: 
c Low-power transmitter 
o Boost signal for improved detector efficiency 
o Muiti-stage amplifier chain 
o Buffer amplifier for oscillators 
o Isolator 

Features: 
o Easy to use, 50-Q inpuVoutput 
e Smooth response over the band, no external 

resonances 
Q Easy for printed-circuit designs, one input 

and one output 
e Can operate as low as 5Vdc 
Q Low impedance, less susceptible to EMi 

Internal Schematic: 



Typical Clrcuit Arrangement: 

vCC: Supply vonage applied to RC [V] 
v, Voltage at the supply terminal of the MMlC M 
l,. Quiescent bias current [AI 

The dissipation of RC is given by 

. + Filter 
TDA7330 

RF and Video DATASHEET 03/96 

, . .  ,.,,,. 1; :,l ,,'",, , , , ; , ' . , , , l  ',,'.C<,.,,, , l ,~~ , , ' ,# , , l#  ( V  , ! , ! l  l , , ,? = :'5 l. ', ' ' :  
Test Condillon Min. ~ y p . ~ ~ a x ,  l unit 

P 

lsupply , ; ~ -p-~ - -P ~ p ~ p ~  - ~~ .~~ 
I VCL Suppiy Voltage l + l 4.5 5 5 Q 

~--P 

p ~~ 

IS supply Current 9 1 mA 
,c:"-. 

f r e q u e n c y  fx (X = 1, 2.3). 

<7 Y 
5 5 5  58.5 C 10" 

": The 3rd harmonic (57 KHz) mud be less than -40 dB with respect to input 

R, 
SIN 

V! 

R( 

signal plus gain. 1 
d 

Llmner .~ - p- - .- - . - 

RA Resistance Pln 3-4 115 2 1  2 6  kg2 

Oscillator 

FOSC Oscillator Frequency 

Input Impedance 
Signal to Noise Ratio 

Input Signal 

Load Impedance 

" 

v, = 3 mv,, 
l = 19 ~ H z  T3 5 40 dB" 
f = 57 kHz (RDS + ARI) 
Pin 4 

100 
30 

100 

160 
40 

200 

1 
50 

k~ 
dB 
v,,, 
mVrms 
kR 
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Most surrouna- 
sound installations 

use loudspeaker 
boxes of modest 

a~mensions so as to 
avoid making them 

too obtrusive for the 
usual living room. 

The consequence of 
this is a limited bass 

response, whereas 
especially the low 

frequencies can pro- 
vide impressive 

effects with a good 
surround-sound sys- 
tc- -I-- :er this 
d e bass 

I caIJul lac can be 
,ith the 
~ o o f e r  

described in this 
three-part article. 

count 
~ c k ,  thl 
-v...#. , 

Surround sound, the popular audio 
craze of the paqt few years, can pro- 
vide on impressive combination of 
sound and picture when it is used in 
conjunction with a n- set. Goodyual- 
ity spatial sound is provided by a 
number of loudspeakers (usually five) 
located in front of and behind the lis- 
tener(~). Five loudspeakers present a 
prohlem, of course, in that they take 
up '1 lot of space in the average living 
ruom. To keep the space occupied by 
them to a minimum, the loudspcaken 
are often fairly small. Moreover, in 
cconomy-price systems cost is impor- 
tant. too, and this also tends to keep 
the boxe? small. 

Unfortunately, small loudspeaker 
boxes are detrimental to good bass re- 
production. On the surface, this may 
not seem such a terrible thing in an 
audio-visu,~l system until i t  is realized 
that the low hequencies contain spa- 
tial information. Moreover, we per- 

ceive low frequencies not only via our 
ears, but also through our entire body 
and this causes good low-frequency 
reproduction to give that added feel- 
ing of reality to the sound. All this 
makes it cle.ir that the importance of 
IOW frequencies must not be underes- 
timated. 

The reproduction of low frequen- 
cies requires the displacement of large 
volunies of air. Thiq in turn means that 
a large low-frequency drive unit 
(woofer) should be used. But such a 
unit must be contained in a large en- 
closure to enable it to reproduce low 
frecluencies effectively. And this is 
where the crux of the matter is: most 
living rooms just d o  not have the 
space for such a large box. 

In the ~ubwoofer described in this 
article an attempt has bern made to 
tind a cnmpromise L?et\veen the con- 
tradictory requirements just outlined. 
It uses a large (300 mm) drive unit 

. ~ -  - p- - -  - 

i Technical data 
Drive unit 

Dimensions 

300 mm (8 in), e.g. Monacor (SPH-300TC); KEF; 
Radio Shack (40.7024); Pafts Express (295-240) 

of box 660x406~420  mm (26x 16x 16 %6 in) incl. legs 
Volume of box about 65 Inet 
Type of box bass reflex 
Nominal impedance 8 Q per channel 
Efficiency 88 dB kW1 m' 
Frequency range 45-105 Hz 

~ding max 250 W per channel 
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housed in a modestly-sized enclosure 
of 65 1 The enclosure is designed in 1 Transfer Function flag - dB SPL/uoitr (13.36 act> . . . . .  . . . . . . . : . . : : ,  . . n . . .  . 
the form of a side table with the drive , 100.0 . . . .  . . . . . . . . . 1% 
unit fitted between the legs so as to 
make it (virtually) invisible. The vol- 
ume of the enclosure is not really 
large enough for very lour frequency 
reproduction, but a solution for this 
urill be published in next month's in- 
stalment. This consists of an active cor- 
rection network and associated am- 
plifier that bring the -3 dB point 
down to 20 Hz. This article describes 
the passive version of the subwoofer 
xr.liicli can be used without any diffi- 
culties with existing apparatus. Its fre- 
quency range extends from about 
43 Hz to 105 Hz. The upper frequen- 
cy and the efficiency of the unit pro- 
vide a good match with the (smaller) 
front loudspeakers. 

Although so far reference has been 
made only to a surround-sound sys- 
tem, the subwoofer may, of course, 

o be used with a standard stereo 
~ n d  systcm. 

H E  ( P A S S I V E )  
E S I G N  
e design is based on a 300 mm (R in) 

Mon.icor SPH-300TC drive unit, but 
other makes, such as KEF, Radio Shack 
(10-1023), or Parts Express (295-240) 
should give good performance as well. 
The SPH-30OTC is a relatively inex- 
pensive unit with a fairly large magnet 
that displaces a volume of around 0.2 1 

parameters make it suitable for use 
a bass reflex enclosure. 
If the loudspeaker is to be used 
!h a stereo system, it should have 

connections for both channels. This 
means that either two drive units or a 
drive unit with dual voice coil should 
be used. Each voice coil is connected 
to one of the channels via a suitable fil- 
ter The present design uses the latter . 
solution, since the use of two drive 
units rvould make the box unneces- 
sarily large. 

The alignment of the enclosure is 
determined with the simulation pro- 
gra~ii Boxcalc, and aims to arrive at a 
compromise between a (relatively) 
sn~all volume and a low -3 dB point. 
This results in a 65 lbox with the pipe 
(acoustical resonator) h ~ n e d  to 23 Hz. 
The overall frequency response is 
shown in Fig. 1. The -3 dB point is at 
-15 Hz, which, considering the small 
box volume, is pretty good. The -3 dB 
point is low enough to allow the sub- 

ofer to be used as a passive unit 
h most existing systems. 

- - - - - - 
Fia. 1. The freauencv 
response cur& of the 

T H E  F I L T E R  SPH-300TC in a 65 loudspeakers. A passive 
bass reflex enclosure 

Since the design aims tuned to 23 filter, however, has the 
at keeping the costs as drawback that it func- . . 
low as feasible, the Lions properly only if it 
(passive) filter has been kept as simple is terminated into a pure resistance. If 
as possible, which, in the case of a sub- the cut-off point were chosen at 
woofer, is not as easy as it may seem. 100 Hz, the 52 Hz peak would create a 

The impedance characteristic of the problem: the resulting overall curve of 
drive unit is shown in Fig. 2. The two a theoretically computed filter would 
voice coils are connected in parallel to not be usable. To solve this problem, 
obtain a reliable curve (which means the impedance curve of the drive unit 
that for each coil double the imped- has to be corrected. This is often ef- 
ance value must be taken). The curve fected by connecting parallel across its 
shows two peaks. The lower one at terminals (for each channel) an RLC 
about 10 H' results from the bass re- network with the same resonant fre- 
flex alignment (which, by the way, is quency Unfortunately, at such low fre- 
exactly in line with the 23 HI res- quencies, the values of the necessary 
onator). The second peak, just above inductors and capacitors are such that 
50 Hz, is caused by the resonance fre- they result in physically large (and ex- 
quency of the drive unit in the box. pensive) components. 

Normally, filtering . ._.-_ - ,., .~ ., W -=...- The solution in the 
of a subwoofer starts at Fig. 2. The Impedance present design consists 
around 1011 Hz or curve when the two simply of shunting the 
slightly lower to ensure voice coils are in Par- voice coil with a resistor. 
good matching with allel. The high peak This does not totally 
the standard stereo poses a problem 'Or eradicate the peaks, but the passive filter. 
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adapted as appropriate). 
3 The box consists of six rec- TVJTC tangular sheets and a stiff- 

ening crosspiece which are 
firmlv fixed together with a 
suitable heaw-duty glue. 

- - At one side are the - ~ O W  apertures for the drive unit 
SW SPHSOO and acoustical resonator. 

%W38 - 13 Tlie resonator consists of a 
365 mm long piece of 

, -.- .---.-.,- - Rl l  mm dia. PVC pipe avail- 
Fig. 3. The fliter has able from a builders mer- 

flattens them suffi- been kept simple. chant. 
ciently to enable a Resistor R2 corrects Tlie four banana 
simulation pro- the impedance curve. sockets for connecting the 
gram-Calsod- lnductor L1 and cables from the amplifier are capacitor C1 provide a 
correcting the fil- slope of 12 d~ per fitted at the bottom of the 
ter such that its octave a high cut- one of the side panels. 
frequency re- off point at about The b o x  is designed 
sponse is close to 105 Hr. to rest on four 50 mm high 
requirements. legs with the drive unit fit- 

To keep the number of cornpontmts ted at the bottom facing the floor of 
small, the filter is a second-order type the living room. 
consisting of conductor L ,  and capac- After the glue has dried thorough- 
itor C, (see Fig. 3). The resistor in se- ly and the material has been sand-pa- 
ries with the capacitor damps the LC pered, the box can he given a final coat 
circuit to some extent. The effect of the to individual taste. 
filter is shown in Fig. 4. Although the The box is half filled (up to the 
high cut-off point is about 105 Hz, the cross piece) with suitable loudspeaker 
response will ensure a good match to wadding, but take care that the open- 
most small loudspeakers. ing of the pipe remains reasonably free 

of it. 
The filter components are available 

B U I L D I N G  T H E  B O X  from a specialist audioh-fi retailer or 
The prototype box is made from a good electronics shop. The inductor 
28 mm thick medium-density chip- is a 15 mH tvpe with a 56 mm ferrite 
board (MDF), but, as in some cases it core, preferably an HQ56 from IT. The 
may not be possi- _~ capacitor is a bipolar type 
ble to obtain this, Fig. 4. The frequency with smooth terminals. 
22 mm thick chip- response of the loud- The filter compo- 
board may be speaker and filter nents mav be glued to a 
used (note that the It small sheet of wood,chip- ensures correct dimensions in Fig. matching to most board, or prototyping board 
5 must then be smaller stereo loud- and then wired together. 

speakers. 

Note that some retailers stock general- 
purpose filter boards. 

Screw the completed filter into tlie 
box and wire it up as shown. Take care 
not to interchange the plus and minus 
connections to the two channels. The 
cables to tlie drive unit must be temi- 
nated into cable clips to avoid the ne- 
cessity of having to solder to the drive 
unit terminals. 

Place the resonator in position, 
make the connections to the drive unit 
(make sure that the connections to the 
+ terminals match, otherwise the 
drive unit does not work). Finally, 
place a strip of draught-excluding tape 
under the rim of the drive unit and 
screw the unit to the box. 

Some constructors (or their wives) 
may find it aesthetically pleasing to 
place a sheet of glass, marble or simi- 
lar material on top of the box to give it 
the look of a side table. 

The passive subwoofer is then 
ready for use. It may be connected in 
parallel with the existing stereo speak- 
ers. It will work most satisfactorily 
when its efficiency of about 
88 dB W-' m-' corresponds roughly to 
that of the existing loudspeakers and 
it is placed in close proximity to these. 
Note that if you want the active ver- 
sion, which will be described next 
month, you do not need the passive 
filter; the box remains the same. 
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I Drive unit revisited 
, During the design of the loudspeaker, a thor- 

ough search was made for a 300 mm drive 
unit at a reasonable price (to keep total costs 
down to not more than f 80-90). Of course, ' such an economy-price unit cannot be expect- 
ed to be pedect. And, indeed, in the testing of 
the SPH-300JC unit, it appeared that the para- 
meters stated by the manufacturer did no1 
agree with our own measurements. 
Fortunately, the deviations were beneficial to ' the box dimensions. Also, there was a kind of ' rustling noise at large cone movements. This 
was suspected in the first inslance to be 
caused by a loose cone or air leak, but a sec- 
ond example exhibited exactly the same noise. 
A detailed investigation showed that the dust 
hood in the cone (the convex cap that closes 
the upper side of the cone) was the culprit. Its 
material is fairly s o t  so that at large cone 
movements it begins to vibrate at its own 
(higher) frequency and thus causes the 
rustling noise. This deficiency is easily negat- 
ed by spraying the dust hood a couple of 
times with a suitable plastic spray or applying 
a few layers of a suitable cone impregnator. 
This makes the cap more rigid so that it is not 
set into vibration at large cone movements. ; The Parts Express unit appears to be rather 
more rugged than the Radio Shack and is + . , .  . .  , 
rather cheal 

_L 1- 
Fig. 5. The enclosure 
has been designed 
such that it may be 
used as a side table in 
which the drive unit is 
not (or hardly) visible. 
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Letters 
Component evallablllty 

Dear Editor4 recently dec~ded 
to bu~ld a decent h14 amplfier 
and chose a deslgn by Mr 
G&* (September 1995). 1 
have several prokkms whlch 
need to be resolved whlch. I 
W, shwld not have ansen In 
a magaune for the amateur 
wrisrmctor who would have a 
Mmlted number of sources for 
m-. 
1. l o o o o ~ ,  Ea v vclplc#on. 
The P- layout requlrw a 
30 mm dia compMlent (a 
35 mm din. hlpe will foul other 
components on the PCS, but is 
more commonly available. 
Alter much searching, I Found 
three mwkturers: Bra, 
Wl ie r  and Rubycon. The d b  
mbulorsforElnaBeemtoslock 
only the 35 mm dla siro 
(although Elna do both 30 mm 
and 35 mm); the Dubibr item 
requires a 52-50 m i n i m  
o&f. The Rubycon !terns are 
m&ed by M C 0  of Lane End, 
sU& (01494 8828403. part 
nos 5WSPlWOOMC40 
(40 mm long and 5.02 A nppte) 
snd50MxR10000Mm 
(SO mm long and 4.05 A tip- 
ple) Note that the prodessaotvd 
Maplin catalogue adwtiees a 
3Ommitem,butth1sisalyp: 
nshwldbe35mm 
2 ~0utputdevlMs.Thpge 
trensistonr are single mrce  
fmm Toshlbe and are nd mm- 
mnly sto&ed by metr fran- 
chlaed dmhtors. A non-fmw 
chised distributor, Steabte 
(0121 643 8333, wntad Jenny 
Shnner) is the on& stoddst in 
the UK acaxdhg to Twba.  
3 Aresaneof 
thedmbyMrGiesbertaso 
cdtdthaton&r&8torsfmm 
themrangecanbeused1 
May I refer to Lindsey-Hwd, 
Oouglas Sen. Bengt O h ,  et 
al. wbse stateof-the& h'* 
amplifier h g n  (W seems 
onfy to use the E24 range of 
reMtom 
4. ~ s K 8 4 l I e a t . I n k .  
The parts list that the 
thermal clmracteristic of the 
hept sank requ~red is 0.6 K W' 
The photograph in the Sept. S5 
art!& shows a heat dnk where 

the hagM Is hail the wldtii of 
abut 75 mm. In the F~scher 
d o g u e  No. 12, page A21, 
the graph oleariy show that for 
a stock length of 75 mm the 
thermal charactenstm IS about 
1.15KWq'. Whloh lsoonecf 
0.6 KW' or 1.15 KW'? 
5. Swcm trmrlnals. Where, 
oh where, does one get the ~ c e  
mounted screw t e rm id  on 
the maln amplifier for the 
supply and -er leads in 
the W? 
6. Sw#aorMnpam 
w n i s ~ r p r i s i n s t h a t  
o o n s i d e r s t l o n h n o k ~  
mtothepowerw@Ycon- 
rlrudlonmd-witha 
su i t sb lu -mwthe  
edlNentwd*themunber 
o f r e s r w h ~ o r a ? ) 1 o r s  
stereo unit. 
7.7*mkulplnhot..h.. 
W b e t ~ a r e t h e ~ f o r t h e  
terminal pins which are used 
for commding mrea to and 
fmmthefc8?ThehoWused 
are tor, large for o r m n l y  
~ a ~ a b l e  (vem) pins which are 
normal& 1 .W mm. Wham can I 
source the ccireot sae *m 
pin? 
8. Tocl. ronboi.. I recant& 
mqtired abut tone cmtrd cir- 
cub for use wim this amplifier 
and received the curl reply that 
tone wntmbi are 'W as 
though Uksy re some fashion 
aoxssoly and are no used In 
'W hi4 amplifiers. Firstly, I 
(an no dwM many other 
readers) sbll have dder record- 
ing~ wiIich need iudidws 
adjuatmsnt of the bass d treble 
rssponse lommpensate for 
the poor reoording. 
Secondly, I do not have a spe- 
dally laibout 'lhning room'. 
but a small lhnng room in whidr 
smphiw larger my ~ ~ ~ 1 0 1  
loudepaker would be out of 
place. Thirdly. I am In my late 
~and incommonwim 
~ ~ ( y w n a e r ~ f i p u i s t s ~  
plea- note), W n g  
frequency r a w  has redud  
as I have got o!dw, so i do 
SOmetimesReedto'tweak'the 
treble a l i  bit Foumtiy, the 
statemunt that tone contmls 
are not part of the hi4 scene is 
basedonthe8880mptionthat 
the recwding engmw~ has car- 
ried out hasher task to p& 

tbn and hi the equipment 
used in the shrdio is beyond 
reproach. !&at, but not M, I 
object strongly to some lua fol- 
lower of lsshion teMng me how 
I should l i  to my(mosUy 
claPsical end m e  ~&)rnuslcl 
By the way, it would be a W- 
lacy to assume thnt reduced 
hearing frequency range 
equates to reduced sensibvity 
to distortion. 

Iteelthatinfarmntiononthe 
swrcing of suitable c o m p  
nents In the ux k sadly lacking. 
TheawmpUonbythemntC 
n&& thnt the hobbyist in the 
u~hosamssstoinstantw 
edgeofWwetogetany wm- 
ponent UP by 
des igmr~nOtRLV8hM1of  
anoganm. 

IWthat  ElektorEk- 
m& SWUM 9a the standard 
hereby issuing guidenm to 
,xlmiwors to use C M p  
nents that are m m @  avail. 
aMe d - w i d e .  The magazine 
muld suggem mtd designers 
only chwse c ~ n p ~ l e ~ s  from 
a fist of Eleldor EkcbmEcs 
M n e d  dtsbibutws that are 
availaMe for the hoMy!sl both 
on me COnbnent, in the UN and 
1 n t h e u § . 4 , a n d ~ ~ a l i i  
components are sowce idenb- 
fied by the conbibutor. 

I s2. Many&micsreral!- 
m, including ow own eobwfw- 
era em provided wtth a pre- 
view, incl. pats Kst, d the  meg- 
aune ccffmnf about thm 
weeks bahm the publishing 
data of the mg8zine b enable 
~ t o o b W n s L o o k ~ j m I t s  
used. The plenplenBIY states the 
manulscrureroroihers~ceof 
cbnyhwoommcndwloe. 
M r ~ o o m m s n b l a s f o l -  
m: 
3. Whenmetchedhvrsisoas 
areuped, l%tOremm- 
nen(siatI=e=mY.- 
theheofnl&ch&compP 
nen6wouMmskenbsense. 
T h e E 2 4 ~ i s . ~  
a 2%.lolarame series. In p m -  
Uw,howeyer,E#8wiUbesop 
pliedevenilihesamevalwis 
fwnd in the El2 series. H is 
huethatl%mMX5 maybe 
found in the E24 series. UUnfor- 

tunate& Mts often &n S% 
types, obviousty srnce these 
amcheep! H k e h v e p p i -  
ble to use E24 iypes even if 
E ~ i y p e r a r e S p e c W a s l o n g  
as one is prepared to amqs a 
sight degradahon of ~IB/W. 
4. .In Fisoher udalagu~p up to 
IW, a mong graph was 
p n W  wrth the data for the 
sn85heatsink. Fromthe 1894 
~ U e s o n w a f d s ,  Itisstated 
thatanSQ)Sheatsink-is 75rnrn 
high and has a thermal %W- 
ance of BbOUt 1.2 K W'. The 
Rh value Mkamdh owpam 
1istshcuMhavewnarponded 
tothetvalue. hpraclbs, e d w  
bled ihennal resistance dos no 
harm, bamwn the design is 
heed on a wor-st-cese sitL9 
t i o n . ~ ~ ~ ~ , i t i s r e c o m  
mendedtouseaheatsinkthat 
m the spec,%& mernmi 
m m e  rabig: 
5. X pxsrble ~lm, W e r  
than the wi@d one, h3 to ter- 
mfnafe the cable into a cebk, 
eye and secure it wim a screw 
direct& at the copper side: 
6. 70 prevent earthing loops 
(which c a m  hum), a m 
suppiy is mm. For 
anyonewhoism(~ucllrlv,the 
possible c m s s ~  that a 
stereo suppiy m y  have on the 
iwo channels, the ihe'ring (a 
'star' ooniigumth h not Men/) 
and p a b c u ~  the mdiatton of 
the supply caMes am gwd 
mesonsm&usedamono 
supp& In fact, R  is better to 
burM iwo mono amplhtx: 
7. lisbegartomdkeused 
Widening eJMe3, wMoh m- 
mdty haw a wedpe' 

F!@, w ~ ~ t h e  
~ ~ ~ ~ p r v v o u s o t ~ y o w w w  
onione,7onm&.m*~ 
vow-wfimny 
a s e s ~ o o n h o l s m n o f  
w r a c l v i r e d , u m M .  
-,m- 
WepubUeh~ncmneCorr 
Irdandlharemelhnedespa 
c i a b j a t ~ w h o d o n a  
W a l o n s c m r r o l r s ~ ,  

-1 

U.ctron1C maguim 
Deer Editor-@ all means 
make your publkabon avail- 
a ~ 8  'electmnically' for the 
anorak wearing minority ('Let- 
ters' - F R Fattori, Dec 1995). 
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But please continue to present 
it properly for those of us who 
still live on the surface of the 
planet. 

It is one thing to read a let- 
ter on screen. Reading a tech- 
nical article, where it is necess- 
ary to frequently refer to differ- 
ent pages as one proceeds is 
quite another. The only feasible 
way to read an electronic ver- 
sion of a magazine such as 
yours would be to first print out 
the whole thing! In which case 
it might as well be on the more 
flexible medium in the first 
place. 

I suspect that the demise of 
glossy magazines is as far off 
as the long predicted paper- 
less office - which is still further 
off than it was when paper was 
the only possibility. Neverthe- 
less. I write (with word proces- 
sor, of course - but on paper) 
just in case you are tempted. 
A. Jaques. Manchester 

We entirely agree with you that 
the 'electronic paper' and 
'electronic magazine'are a 
long way off and even then they 
wiN remain adjuncts to the 'real 
thing: A pointer to this is that 
paper usage, in spite of steeply 
rising prices has more than 
quadrupled over the past 
hvenly years. 

[Editor] 

Mediocrity ... 
Dear Editor-Your new front 
cover will not compensate for 
your mediocrity in technology. 
Anonymus. Bradford 

A n d  excellence ... 
Dear Editor-Thank you for a 
very informative magazine. If it 
were not for you, I would not 
be a electromedical technician. 
I have gained a lot of knowl- 
edge from your excellent mag- 
azine. 
Anton Carstens. Capetown 

PIC Programmer 
Dear Editor-Is there any inten- 
tion in future to provide a son- 
warelhardware upgrade for the 
P e  Programmer that I have 
constructed from your March 
1994 issue. 

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS MARCH 1996 

The problem that I have is 
that all my work so far has 
been using 16C54s with which 
I have no problems in pro- 
gramming (except that I initially 
received a 17C42 from one of 
your dodgy batches supplied 
with the PCB I ordered). 

I still have not found an 
advertisement for LTF! the com- 
pany referred to in the article 
who supply the DB3 enclosure. 
J. Palmer, Burton-on-Trent 

There are no plans (yet) for 
upgrades of the plc Progmm- 
me< bur the one you built may 
be modified to enable 
PIC16C71 devices to be pro- 
grammed by connecting a 
100 kR resistor behveen pin 18 
of U, and ground. 

The address of LTP is 
La Tolerie Plastique, Z i .  Route 
d'Etrerat, F-76930. Octeviile- 
sur-Mer, France. 
Telephone +33 35 449 292 
Fax +33 35 449 599. 

[Editor] 

SmartCards 
Dear Editor-l am a student 
taking a B.Eng (Hons) Com- 
bined Technologies (Microelec- 
tronics) course. I am engaged 
in a major project involving the 
(possible) use of SmartCards. I 
should be grateful if you would 
supply me with information 
relating the card reader in 
Fig. 7. p. 17. of your April 95 
issue. 
S. Davey, Braintree 

The Smartcard reader referred 
to is produced by ITT Cannon. 
It should be available from the 
distributor, Avnet Time. Jubilee 
House. Jubilee Road, Letch- 
worth, Hens sG6 IOH. 
Telephone 01462 484444. 
Fax 01 462 488646. 

[Editor] 

Il Construct ion guidelines b 
Elektor Electronics (Publishing) does not provide parts and 
components other than pcss, front panel foils and software on 
dlskette or c (not necessarily for all projects). Components are 
usually available from a number of retailerssee the adverts in 
the magazine. 
Large and small values of components are indicated by 
means of one of the following prefixes: 
E (exa) = 10i8 a (atto) = 1V18 
P (peta) = 10'5 f (femto) = 10-15 
T (tera) = 1 012 
G (giga) = 109 
M (mega) = 106 
k ikilol = 103 

p (piw) = 10-l2 
n (nano) = 1 V9 
p (rnoro) = 1 H  
m lmilli) = 1W3 . . 

h jhedto) = 102 c (centi) = 1v2  
da (deca) = 101 d (deci) = 1V1 

In some circuit diagrams, to avoid confusion, but contrary to 
IEC and BS recommendations, the value of components is given 
bv substiiutina the relevant ~ref ix  for the decimal ooint. For 

Unless otherwise indicated, the tolerance of resistors is 25% 
and their rating is '/3-1/2 watt. The working voltage of capacitors 
is25OV 

The value of a resistor is indicated by a colour code as follows. 
colour 1st digit 2nd digit rnult. factor tolerance 
black - 0 - .. 
brown 1 l x10' * l %  
red 2 2 ~1112 i-2% 
orange 3 3 X ilr' .. 
yellow 4 4 X IIH .. 
green 5 5 X 111' +0.5% 
blue 6 6 xiO(' .. 
violet 7 7 .. .. 
grey 8 8 .. - 
white 9 9 - .. 
gold - .. x10-1 25% 
silver - .. xl0-2 210% 
none - .. - 220% 

Examples: 
brown-red-browngold = 120 n, 25% 
yellow-violet-orange-brown = 47 kR. ?l%. 

II In populating a pc6 always start wlth the sma esr pass ve 
componenls, rnal S. W re br dges. resistors and smal capac- 
tors ana lnen lhe 'c soc*ets, rclays. elenrolyt c an0 o!ner arge 

11 capacitors, and connectors. Vulnerable semtconductors and 11 @S should be done last 

Solderina. Use a 1530 W solderina iron with a fine tio and tin 
uoln a r&n core (60 40) nsen tnetermtnals of components 
nto me correa noles n tne ooard oend lnem sl ghl y cut tnern 
snort, ano solder vva I 1 3  seconas lor tne t n to low srnool?ly 
and remove the iron. Do not overheat, particularly when solder- 
ing lcs and semiconductors. Unsoldering is best done with a 
suction iron or special unsoldering braid. 

I FaultRnding. If tne c rcuft aoes not work, careful y compare me 
POD-Ialeo 3oard wlrh !he puol she0 componenl layoul an0 
pans l S! Are all comoonenls n tne correct pos I on' das cor. 
rect polarity been observed? Have the power lines been 
reversed? Are all solder joints sound? Have any wire bridges 
been forgonen? 

If voltaae levels have been oiven on the circuit diaaram, do 
lhose meisurea on the boaro-march them-note fnit devla- 
llOn5 of -p 10 z IOWo hom lne spec f eo valJes are acceplahle 

Possible corrections to published projects are published from 
time to time in this magazine. Also, the readers letters column 
often contains useful commentsladditions to the published pro- 
jects. 


